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Sea of death
parts for baby
By Kfishan Francis
1HE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

KALMUNAI, Sri Lanka —
Sporting a mark on his forehead to ward off evil, the infant
known for two months as "Baby
81" was handed over Wednesday
to his joyous parents, who had
fought for custody ever since the
tsunami tore him from his
mother's arms.
4-month-old Abilass, whose
name is rooted in the Sanskrit
word for aspiration or desire,
changed hands from a doctor
to his smiling mother, lenita
leyarajah, 25, during a brief
session in a packed courtroom.
"Look how happy he is!
He knows the scent of his
parents,"
exclaimed the
father, Murugupillai leyarajah.
"After returning to us, he still
hasn't cried."
Hours after the Dec. 26
tsunami struck the eastern Sri
Lanka village, the infant was
found by a neighbor on a beach
among bodies and debris and
taken to a hospital. Doctors
dubbed him "Baby 81" because
he was the day's 81st admission,
Genunu Amaiaslnghe AP Photo
and nurser put a black "mottu"
TSUNAMI BABY 811 Shanthakumari, a staff member of the Kalmunai Base Hospital, carries the tsunami on his forehead to ward off evil.
Eight
other
grieving,
survivor infant dubbed "Baby 81." The infants Parents underwent DNA tests that could resolve the case.

distraught
women
The relieved parents also
initially claimed him, but only visited the rubble of their home,
where the raging waters had
the leyarajahs went to court.
The leyarajahs lost their torn the boy from his mother's
family records when their home arms on Dec. 26.
was swept away by the tsunami,
Later yesterday, the leyarajahs
and the hospital
reached their temporesidence — a
refused to release
"Look how rary
the baby until the
one-story housewhere
matter was settled happy he is! Jenita's aunt lives with
in court. DNA tests
family. The baby
He knows her
showed the baby
was put in a small cot
was their son.
the scent of on the tiled floor of the
living room, while the
On
yesterday,
his parents. parents
the judge declared
entertained a
sea of visitors.
the couple to be
After
"I want to teach
the boy's parents,
apologized for the returning to my child well and
inconvenience
us, he still bring him up as any
parents would,"
and wished a
hasn't
cried.' other
prosperous future
Murugupillai
told
The Associated Press,
for Abilass, who
cradling the boy in
wore blue clothes
and a pink cap.
his arms. He said he
planned to stay with
From the court,
MURUGUPILLAI
Abilass for a few days
JEYARA1AH,FATHER
the family went to
a Hindu temple to
before returning to
give thanks for their son's return work as a barber.
and smash coconuts in ritual
The excitement was too
fulfillment of a vow. Relatives much for MurugupUlai's father,
joined them, chanting prayers 60-year-old Sinnaphurai, who
and raising their hands in fainted in the courtroom and
worship as the father carried the had to be taken to the same
child around the shrine before hospital where his grandson
had stayed.
traveling to another temple.

Iraq leader undecided
Shiite politicians have
yet to come to a consensus on the nominee for prime minister.
By Maggie Michael
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Top Shiite
politicians failed to teach a
consensus yesterday on their
nominee for prime minister,
shifting the two-man race to a
secret ballot and exposing divisions in the winning alliance. In a
chilling reminder of challenges
facing the winner, a videotape
showed a sobbing Italian hostage
pleading for her life.

After hours of closed-door
meetings, members of the United
Iraqi Alliance agreed to hold a
secret ballot to choose between
Ibrahim al-Iaafari and Ahmad
Chalabi, most likely on Friday,
said Ah Hashim al-Youshaa, one
of the alliance's leaders.
The contrast between the
two candidates is stark and
reveals a division within the
clergy-endorsed alliance, made
up of 10 major political parties
and various allied smaller groups.
Al-Iaafari, 58, is the leader of
the religious Dawa Party, one
of Iraq's oldest parries, known
for its popularity and close ties
to Iran. Although al-Jaafari is a
moderate, his party's platform
is conservative.

Chalabi, 58, who left Iraq as
a teen, leads the Iraqi National
Congress and had close ties to
the Pentagon before falling out
of favor last year after claims he
passed intelligence information
to Iran.
A secular Shiite, Chalabi's Iraqi
National Congress is an umbrella
for groups that included Iraqi
exiles, Kurds and Shiites. Much
of the intelligence his group
supplied on Iraq's alleged
weapons of mass destruction
programs railed to pan out.
Al-Iaafari was considered the
leading contender yesterday,
though Chalabi's aides said their
man had enough votes to win.
IRAQ, PAGE 2
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Bill 24 to put a hush on
higher education speech
State Sen. Larry Mumper,
also a Republican and one of
A new bill being considered by the four co-sponsors of the
bill, feels it is gainthe Ohio Senate will
ing support in the
"We are
require college prolegislature.
fessors to leave their
absolutely
"The pendulum is
political views out of
not trying swinging," Mumper
their classrooms.
said.
Senate Bill 24
to stifle.
The
bill
is
will have its initial
intended to address
hearing
next
the complaints
Wednesday, though
that Mumper has
some In the Senate
LARRY MUMPER,
been hearing from
already have voiced
SENATOR
students, former
their opposition.
students and their
"I do not expect
Senate Bill 24 to be enacted by families about unfair treatment
the General Assembly this year, of students by their professors
and furthermore, I do not intend because of differing viewpoints.
to support it," Republican State
Sen. Randy Gardner said
BILL 24, PAGE 2

HjdiMnoin AP Photo

PRAISE: Supporters of Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim, the Shiite alliance's leader, hold aloft his portrait outside his
office in Baghdad, Iraq. Leaders of the winning Shiite political alliance failed to agree on a single nominee.

Recent incidents not too
alarming for campus police
By Laren Weber
SENIOR RE PORTER

By Russ Zimmer
M

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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VICTORY: Rich Edmonds, senior, cheers for the Falcons at the
men's basketball game. The Falcons beat Ball State 70-69.
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University officials have not
made any immediate plans
to increase campus security
as a result of a weapon found
in Anderson Hall earlier this
semester.
On Jan. 29, police received
information that Brent Arnold,
a University senior, had a gun
in his Harshman-Anderson
dormitory. Authorities later
escorted Arnold to his room
where he turned over a shotgun
and ammunition.
Despite a state law passed last
year permitting Ohio citizens to
cany firearms with a license, the
policy has never been applied to
the University, said police Chief
lames Wiegand.

Partly
Cloudy

High: 24*
Low: 14'

F0RAU.THENEWSV1SITWTVWS6NEVVS.COM

"Here at Bowting Green State
University, our policy is firearms
and weapons of that type are
not allowed on campus," he
said. "Even licensed individuals
are not allowed to cany firearms
on college campuses."
Wiegand, who has worked at
the University for almost eight
years, has never seen an incident
like this.
The last time a firearm was
found in a residence hall at
the University was more than
a decade ago in 1994, leading
University officials to believe this
recent incident was isolated
According to University
authorities,
Arnold was
suffering from depression at
SECURITY, PAGE 2
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Residence hall checks are
not thorough inspections
ons were found on campus
from 2001 to 2003, and none of
these were firearms, he said.
Almost 20.000 studentsattend
the University—of those, 7,500
live on campus. The majority of
students abide by the student
code of conduct and rules and
regulations of residence halls,
Wiegand said.
"TheUniversityisamicrocosm
of society," he said. "We're basically a small city and we have
people from all over the worid
here. Our purpose of being here
is to try to keep that crime to an
absolute minimum."
However, the public does
have easy access to the campus and people are constantly
coming and going, so it's only
logical to assume that the
University will have some types
of crimes, Wiegand said.
Currently there are 22 officers
employed by the campus police
department with a minimum of
three officers working per eighthour shift, he said.
Under current practices,
there's no way for University
officials to tell how many other
weapons are out there. Resident
advisors
conduct
room
searches, but they usually check
rooms for items that could

SECURITY. FROM PAGE 1

the time of the incident. It's not
unusual for the police force to
talk with students who are suffering from depression and who
are believed may hurt themselves or others, Wiegand said.
"Throughout the academic
year, we receive information
from a variety of sources about
individuals who may have made
comments about injuring or
harming themselves." he said.
"It's not a tremendous number,
but it's not one or two either."
Because every situation is
different, it's impossible to write
policies around each incident,
said Wanda Overland, associate vice president for Student
Affairs and dean of students.
"You do the best you can, but
you can't control the behaviors
of everyone," she said. "You
set expectations, outline what
those expectations are, and
when incidents happen you
deal with them and address
them."
Crime statistics over the past
few years reflect that level of
security at the University is in
good standing, Wiegand said.
The most recent numbers
available show only eight weap-

Bill made from complaints;
observations, professor says
would be surprised if the Senate
spent any "meaningful time"
"The bill is meant to open
-Similar legislation is in Indiana
discussing the bill.
up freedom of speech without
right now. Legislation failed in
Mumper got into some hot
retribution
in
grading,"
Colorado and California last,
water a few weeks ago when told
Mumper said.
and Georgia passed a resolution the Columbus Dispatch that "80
But others arc worried about
percent or so of them (profes(not as powerful).
the wording of the bill and the
-Seeks to restrict controversial
sors) are Democrats, liberals
ambiguity of certain sections.
topics do not directly relate to
or socialists or card-carrying
"The language is so vague.
Communists." Mumper's implithe class, penalize students for
Where does discussion end and
cation was that some profesdiffering viewpoints and profesIndoctrination begin?" asked
sors' goals are to teach students
sors presenting their views as
Andrew Mara, a professor with
liberal values. Mumper said the
fact.
BCiSUs Knglish department "I
comments were made mainly
-Inspired by Students for
don't have a problem with the
in jest but also to spark some
Academic Freedom, a conservaconcept of free range of ideas
controversy and spur discussion.
tive student network.
without retribution; 1 don't think
Mumper may have been
-Opponents fear it could limit
any academics do."
correct: He appeared on FOX
classroom discussion, transferMumper, who was a
News Channel to advocate for
ring power of choice of classteacher for 30 years, said the
the bill this past Tuesday night.
room topics to state officials.
bill is not intended to silence
Mumper made it clear that he
liberal-minded professors.
"We are absolutely not sure with a professor, such as does not want to remove liberal
trying to stifle opinions. We want through channels in individual professors and replace them
education, not indoctrination," departments or through student with conservatives.
"We are not trying to creMumper said. He added that evaluations and teacher obsera section from the bill is taken vations. "People with real griev- ate quotas with this bill,"
Mumper said.
verbatim from the American ances have options," Mara said.
Much of the legislation was
Gardner said there are more
Association of University
Professors' academic bill of rights. pressing matters for the state to inspired by a meeting Mumper
had with David Horowitz, a conWe just want them to honor what deal with presently.
"There are significant issues servative writer and founder of
they said," Mumper said
Mara feels that much of what facing the legislature right now Students for Academic Freedom.
the bill aims to accomplish Ls — tax refonn, supporting greater Similar legislation is being
redundant. He said there are affordability and access to edu- considered in Indiana currently,
already mechanisms in place cation, and a better job climate," but has been struck down in
for students to voice displea- Gardner said. He also said he Colorado and California.
BILL 24. FROM PAGE 1

potentially cause fire hazards
like hot plates, Wiegand said.
"Residence Life is generally
not looking for contraband," he
said. "They're looking to make
sure everything is in place
and the students are basically
following the rules and
regulations required."
Because you can't prevent
people from making decisions,
safety is something University
officials are always concerned
with. Overland said. The
number of RAs has increased,
and RAs and hall directors work
very hard to get to know their
residents, she said.
"We are doing what we need
to do to be aware of what's happening within the residence hall
communities and what's happening on campus," she said.
But some responsibility falls
on students when it comes
to safety because University
officials do not have the
ablUtytoknoweverythingthat is
happening on campus.
"We're only as good as what
our information is," Overland
said. "We certainly don't know
if there are other weapons
on campus, but if somebody
knows something, they should
tell us."

ADVOCATE/OPPONENT

Lawmakers left to decide future Iraqi prime minister
Both candidates were expected
to present their political agendas
to alliance members before the
secret vote, al-Youshaa said. The
140 lawmakers who will represent the alliance in the National
Assembly, plus eight allied lawmakers, will decide who will be
prime minister, al-Youshaa said.
A close aide to Grand Ayatollah
All al-Sistani, the spiritual leader

killed in action Tuesday in westcm Iraq, and that two American
soldiers died in a non-hostile
vehicle accident Wednesday in
northern Babil province.
hi addition, the bodies of eight
Iraqis described as collaborators
with U.S. forces were found in a
desert area north of Baghdad.
The case of the captive Italian
journalist took an alarming
turn Wednesday, as a videotape
delivered anonymously to
Associated Press Television News
showed Giuliana Sgrcna speaking
in both French and Italian as she
pleaded for the Italian government to withdraw its troops.
"You must end the occupa-

required for the most important
decisions, including selection of
a prime minister. Kurdish parties, who won 26 percent, have
apparently agreed to support the
alliance's candidate for prime
minister in return for the largely
ceremonial presidency.
Sunni Arabs who were favored
under Saddam Hussein's rule,
largely stayed away from the
polls. But the Shiites must move
cautiously if they want to reach
out to the Sunni- to form an
inclusive government and help
quell a violent insurgency.
The U.S. military reported that
a U.S. soldier assigned to the 1st
Marine Fxpeditionary Force was

of Iraq's Shiite Muslims, said the
alliance's leaders will visit the
grand ayatollah's office in Najaf
to get his blessing for their choice
for prime minister. In the event
they can't agree, al-Sistani will
make the final decision, said the
aide, who spoke on condition
of anonymity.
The alliance took 48 percent
of the vote in the Jan. 30 national elections, but a two-thirds
majority of the assembly is

IRAQ. FROM PAGE 1
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Hon. It's the only way we can ment has signed, form a strong
get out of this situation," the intelligence service, and drop
56-year-old journalist for the charges against Shiite cleric
communist daily U Manifesto Muqtada al-Sadr, who led two
pleaded. There was no indication bloody revolts against U.S. forces
when the tape was made, and and is wanted for the murder of
the words "Mujahedeen Without a rival cleric, said Ali Faisal of the
Borders" appeared in digital red Shiite Political Council.
Nevertheless,
Hayder
Arabic script on the video. Ihe
al-Mousawi, Chalabi's spokesgroup was previously unknown.
The video was released hours man, said the differences were not
a major problem for
before the Italian
the Shiite alliance.
Senate voted to
"You must
"No way is there
extend Italy's troop
a division inside the
deployment through
end
the
Everybody
June. II Manifesto
occupation. alliance.
agreed on adherstrongly opposed the
ing to whatever
U.S.-led invasion of
It's the
the internal
Iraq and has fiercely
only way results
elections will reach."
criticized Italian Prime
Minister Berlusconi's
we can get he said.
If
provisional
decision to deploy
out of this results
of theelection
3,000 troops in the
U.S.-led multinational
situation." stand, the alliance
will have 140 seats
force in Iraq.
in the 275-member
At one point Sgrena
GIULIANA SGRENA,
National Assembly.
broke into tears on
ITALIAN CAPTIVE IN
Al-Youshaa said
the videotape, saying:
IRAQ
three other party
"Show all the pictures
coalitions, who won
I have taken of the
Iraqis, of the children hit by the a combined eight seats, have
cluster bombs, of the women ... joined the alliance bloc
Help me, help me to demand the
Farid Ayar, spokesman for the
withdrawal of the troops, help me electoral commission, said there
have been 25 complaints about
spare my life."
Sgrena was kidnapped Feb 4 the election. "Most of them are
by gunmen outside a mosque asking for a recount of the votes
in Baghdad. Conflicting claims and we are looking into those
about her fate have appeared on requests," he said. "You know,
they just want more votes."
Islamic militant Web sites.
In an interview Tuesday with
He said he expected the
The Associated Press, al-laafari commission to certify the vote
said quelling the violence would totals Thursday, when the
be his first priority if he becomes official allocation of seats in the
prime minister, and that he National Assembly would also be
would ask U.S. troops to stay as announced The assembly will
long as they are needed. Despite pick the president, two vice presithe Dawa Party's stated desire dents and draft a constitution.
to impose Islamic law in Iraq,
Once results are certified, the
al-laafari said he supports present government must set a
guarantees for individual timetable for installing the new
freedoms and women's rights.
government. There have been
Chalabi has promised to can- no indication how long that
cel contracts the interim govern- might take.

Rentals
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230 S. COLLEGE
Two bdrm. house w/nice sized yard. Eat-in kitchen.
Washer/dryer hookup. Close to campus. $725.00/mo.
for a t2 mo. lease + utilities.
122 S. ENTERPRISE
Two bdrm. house. Living rm, dining rm, eat-in kitchen,
front porch $540.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
131 E. MERRY ST.
Two bdrm. unfum. house. Off-street parking. Nice size
back yard. Resident pays utilities. Quiet residential neighboorhood. $565.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
734 ELM ST.
Three bdrm. 1 1/2 bath house. Off-street park. Resident
pays util.Wash/dryer hookup. Close to campus. PETS
PERMITTED. $775.00/mo. tor a 12 mo. lease.
233 W. MERRY
Lg. lour bdrm. house. Unfum. Close to city park. Nice
size yard. Off-street parking. $1150.00/mo. for a 12 mo.
lease. ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE (5) UNRELATED PEOPLE!

111 OAK
Lg. three bdrm, untum. duplex. Wash/dryer hookup,
front porch, eat-in kitchen, huge living rm. Smoke free
living establishment. $785.007mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
338 N. CHURCH ST.
Small three bdrm. house. Eat-in kitchen, off-street parking. FREE UTILITIES. $610.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
131 BALDWIN
Lg. three bdrm. unlurn. house located half of a block
from BGSU. Two car garage, eat-in kitchen, double.
living rm, nice yard. $1250.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
937 SCOTT HAMILTON
Three bdrm, two bathroom house close to BGSU.
Attached garage & nice size yard with gazebo.
$1300.00/mo. + utilities.
815 SECOND ST.
Three bdrm. unfum. house. Close to campus. Large
yard. Lg. living rm. w/eat-in kitchen Resident pays
utilities. $690.00/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

Stop by or call us at (119) 352-5620
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332 S Main
Bowling Green

www.newlovernn1al4.com
newloHtfinfoinewtoverenlnls.com

2- Bedroom Apartments
starting at $580/month.
Heat & Cable Included!
1520Clough St.- 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00a'm- 4:30pm or visit us at
www.universityapartments.us
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BGSU, OHIO NORTHERN MEN JOIN FOR CONCERT

Bowling Green State University and Ohio Northern
University Men's Chorus will team up for a concert
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Freed Center for the Performing
Arts at Ohio Northern. The two groups will combine
to perform five selections for the concert. For tickets,
contact the Freed Center box office at (419) 772-1900.

CAMPUS

After delay, Starbucks
eager to brew by April
By Britney lee
REPORTER

Starbucks will be "brewing soon"
in the Union comer that was
formally occupied by Carnation
Cafe.
Dining Services is highly anticipating the opening of the new
coffee shop and they are eager to
select an opening date.
Originally, the opening date
was set for March, but now it
looks like April will host the shop's
opening, said Joanne M. PerezVergara. senior associate director
of Dining Services.
According to Perez-Vergara,
the delay is due to the long contract negotiation process.
"We hope to open the week of
April 18, but this date has not
been finalized," Percz-Vergara
said.
The long negotiation process
includes Dining Services paying
a licensing fee to Starbucks and
accepting responsibility for all
the costs that go along with the
construction project.
This Starbucks will not be a
company-owned store-shop,
Perez-Vergara said. Dining
Services will own all of the equip-

ment and will be hiring all of
the employees through Dining
Services — not the Starbucks
company.
"As a licensee, we pay a percentage of gross revenues to
Starbucks," she said. "Since the
construction phase staned in
December, we have had a few
minor delays, but we are pretty
much on schedule."
Dining Services said the
Starbucks corporation is very
excited about having an operation at BGSU. They are expecting to bring in $8,000 to $10,000
per week once it is in business
for an entire semester, said PerezVergara.
Training for the Starbucks staff
will be held two weeks before the
opening by representatives from
the company.
Since the opening date is
scheduled for so late into the
semester, the grand opening ceremony will not be held until the
beginning of fall semester, PerezVergara said adding that several
Starbucks executives plan to
attend the ceremony.
Even with the high expectations people have for a Starbucks

on campus, Kroger is not worried
about the competition for their
own Starbucks.
"We would build a Starbucks
right across the street from
another one. Vie do not feel the
number or the location affect the
business." Dan Galway, Kroger
store manager, said.
Dining Services does not
believe that the new Starbucks
will affect other local coffee houses either.
"It is about getting the name
out, different locations do not
hurt the business, they promote
the name," Galway said.
"The new Starbucks will be a
great addition to the Union," said
Perez-Vergara. "Not only will the
new area look great, it will give to
the community something that
the University felt was lacking."
A campus survey stated that
students were ready for a brand
ed coffee concept, specifically
Starbucks.
The wait seems long, but
remains promising.
"I believe everyone on campus will be very pleased with the
results of this endeavor," PerezVergara said.
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Dinner Theatre Ticket Sales
The Center for Multicultural &
Academic Initiatives 16th Annual
Dinner Theatre Show. "The 80s PI.
2-. A Night to Remember!" February
18,19. 2005 at 7 p.m. in the Union
Grand Ballroom.
Enjoy an evening of entertainment
provided byBGSU's finest students,
faculty and staff. Celebrating artists such as Prince and Whitney
Houston and many more! Friday's
show is $20, includes hors
d'oeuvres and theatre style general
seating. Saturday's show is $25,
includes a dinner buffet, reserved
table seating and a cash bar (semiformal).
Advanced reservations are required.
Departments and organizations
may purchase tables via budget
transfer. For Mote information call
372-2642.

Old School After Party
Following the Friday night Dinner
Theatre Show, come dance the
night away at the "80s/90s Old
School After Party sponsored by
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Omega Psi
Phi and CMAI. Get in free with your
Dinner Theatre ticket stub! $5 general admission. Take pictures with
Dinner Theatre guest host, comedian Jay Lamont of BFJ's Comic
View & Def Comedy Jam! For More
information call 372-2642.
Union Multipurpose Room
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibition
A juried selection of art in all
media by freshman, sophomore
and junior students in the BGSU

School of Art.
Dorothy Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankleman Galleries. Fine Arts
Center.
2D Artist Association Student
Exhibition
"Two Dimensional Artist Association
Student Exhibition"
Union Galleries
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
USG would like to inform students
about higher education and get
students involved with their city
representatives.
Union Lobby
9 a.m. - S p.m.
Silent Auction Fundraiser,
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Union Lobby

1
M

WANT2PLAY

David Tan BGNe*s

CAN'T WAIT TO TAKE IT HOME: Customer Mike Fairman gets help from a 2 Play Video Games
employees yesterday. 2 Play is located on South Main Street and has been owned and operated by
Lance Shepherd for three years. 2 Play offers used and new games for the Xbox, PS2, GameCube
and PC The store also has their own arcade for more in-store entertainment.

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Poker Tournament Registration,
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
10 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.
Recruitment for Waffle House,
Sponsored by the Career Center
Union Lobby

^^H^^AHbM^i^Ha ^^j ^^

424 Saadlemire Student Services
Building

I
i

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Basketball Information Table,
Sponsored by the Athletic Dept.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Packages for Servicemen. Air Force
R0TC will be collecting goods/
donations to be included in care
packages for servicemen overseas.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Ask Pinky Campaign. Sponsored by
Student Union Programming
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
GeoJourney Geology Field Program

Info and Recruitment Sponsored
by Geology Club
Union Lobby
11:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Outreach @ Union. Sponsored by
the Career Center
Union Lobby
1 - 4 p.m.
DM Can Holders Sale and Raffle
for Cavs Tickets. Sponsored by
Phi Mu as a fundraiser for Dance
Marathon
Union Lobby
2 p.m.
Performance by Steve Razka
Sponsored by University Activities
Organization.
Falcon's Nest
4 p.m.
BGSEA Guest Speaker: Michael
Kersies. Sponsored by the
Bowling Green Student Education
Association
308 Union

7 p.m.
The International Careers Network
was created to help BGSU students explore career options in the
international arena, whether in
government, business, educational,
travel, or other sectors. Our network
begins by sharing information
with one another, and extends
through collaboration with other
campus organizations, invited
speakers, the Career Center, and
academic departments including
International Studies
For more information contact:
Martina Hanulova (Secretary of
International Careers Network!
101 ShatKl
(p.m.
University Performing Dancers.
Student Dance Show. Student
Choreographed Show
For more information contact:
dtell@bgnet.bgsu.edu
222 Fppler North

Want to win PRIZES at

HJHBB?
Friday, February 25
Student Recreation Center
10 p.m.- 1 a.m.
l>\ Aunt Pat's Bridal
2:00 P.M. in
Wood County Expo (enter
inside
-. Woodland Mull
1

Raglitration rtMrvtd to
BrldM A Oroomi wWi a
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Bring us any of the following alcohol
related environmental messages, and you will earn raffle
tickets that can be entered to win fun prizes.
Coasters
Poster

Shot Glass
Hat

Funnel
Mug

Magnet
T-shirt

DONT HAVE ALCOHOL-RELATED MESSAGES?
DONATE ITEMS TO COCOON WOMEN'S SHELTER
TO EARN RAFFLE TICKETS!
Canned Goods
Non-Perishable Food Items
Sponsored by: Wellness Connection, Bacchus/Gamma, UCAOI, vice President for Student
Affairs, ODADAS, Studeni Health Service, Vision, Student Recreation Center, LOBTQ-A
Resource Center, Residence Life Special Programs, Pepsi, Interfraternity Council, Dairy Queen,
Meijer. University Bookstore, and UAO.
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QUOTEHNQIME
"I was engaged in this devilish practice
years before I met her."
Paul McCartney, correcting reports thai his wife, Heather, makes him dye
his hair. McCartney took hill responsibility tor the decision.
(HoditrMfcMcCjmrjraiii)
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OPINION

Israel, Palestine: steps in right direction
last year at this time, many college newspapers would have run
Associated Press stories almost
weekly, all with the same tone.
It always was something to
the effect of, "Palestinian suicide
bomber hits market, 11 dead"
or "Israeli soldiers accused of
gunning down three Palestinian
civilians."
It felt like the same stories,
multiple times each week. And
for many of us, those were the
only kind of Israel-Palestine
stories we could remember—just

YOU DECIDE
What does the future hold tor
Israelis and Palestinians? Send
an e-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our Web
site.

a succession of bombings and
gunshots in a fight that seemed
stuck, buried in centuries of conflict and rooted in the deepest
beliefs of its participants.

Then one more person died.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
had been in a gridlock with
Israelis, a shutdown of dialogue
since an ignored peace treaty
in 2000.
His death left the door open for
a new leader, one who hadn't, for
example, headed an organization
that frequently attacked Israelis.
Since
Ahmoud
Abbas'
election in January, those AP
articles haven't been the same.
The repetitive old story is
actually threatening to break out

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
'People on the
Street* query
unacceptable
.acceptable
This is in response to the
People on the Street from
Feb. 16.1 am appalled
and outraged that a serious
environmental problem was
turned into a stupid joke for the
entertainment of the campus.
1 am always amazed at how
ridiculous and stupid the People
on the Street questions are, but

this time you have sunk to an all
time low.
With this one question you
have made a mockery out of
the work of so many people
throughout the world, not to
mention those of us on this
campus that take harmful
emissions very seriously and
plan to make a career out of
protecting the environment.
I question whether or not
some of the people you asked
even understood the
question based on their
ridiculous responses.
1 would have been less

annoyed by the question if you
had asked some of the
environmental studies students
on campus who would at least
understand the question and
have given thoughtful,
,
tLi^.uiIUL.
,knowledgeable
answers.

JESSICA BELCHER
SENIOR

jbelche@bgnet.bgsu.edu

t>

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

"Nowhere in the
dictionary do I find
a definition for
'selective tolerance'
— you can't claim
to be tolerant if you
refuse to respect part
of the population's
perfectly reasonable
lifestyle, can you?"
To suggest that public schools
encourage the adoption of
"every lifestyle" is an insult to the
teachers who are determined to
develop the millions of young
minds in America.
Tell me, where is the
Rastafarian lifestyle promoted in
the public school system?
How about the neo-Nazi
views, or those of the Ku KIux
Man? Public schools in many
areas have their faults, but
endorsing tolerance for
homosexuality and respect for
others' differences is not one
of them.
Speaking of which, I still
haven't heard an actual
argument for why
homosexuality is wrong,
although I have heard person
after person say, "It's wrong
because it's immoral.1'
Since morality is a fairly
ambiguous term with no exact
boundaries, it seems just a little
pretentious and even egotistical
to force one's views of the world
onto everyone else.
Hey, isn't there a word for that?
Oh, yeah — intolerance.
Send comments to Jim at
jlevass@bgnetbgsu.edu.

ANGELA GORTER MANAGING EDITOR
TIFFANI MCKENZIE CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
BOB M0SER CITY NEWS EDITOR
KARA HULL EXECUTIVE EDITOR
MIRANDA BOND FEATURES EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNARD DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON DRAKE 0NJNE EDITOR
ELLIOTT SCHREINER SPORTS EDITOR
JESS WAGNER COPY CHEF
CHELSEA SNYDER OPINION EDITOR
SEAN CORP PULSE EDITOR
ASHLEY KUNTZ PHOTO EDITOR
KEN EDWARDS WEBMASTER

officials have agreed to release
some Palestinian prisoners.
Small steps, but steps in the
right direcrjoa
The two leaders themselves
admit this isn't the glorious light
of Utopia descending on the Gaza
Strip. The violence, jogging along
after decades of conflict, doesn't
come to a screeching halt with
one man's death.
Last week, the militant
Palestinian group Hamas
launched rocket and mortar

fire in the Gaza Strip — echoes
of that story we've ran so
many times.
Now, developments with
Israelis and Palestinians are just
that Developments. The story is
worth watching again.
We keeping our fingers crossed
that when militant groups
cause more violence, when
negotiations hit bumps in the
road, both sides will have the fortitude not to revert to that boring,
bloody wall of silence.

Bill 24 doubts
PEOPLE Senate
ON THE STREET students, faculty
Who would you like to
see run for president
in 2008?

I would hope that next time
you consider the seriousness
behind a question before you
make a joke out of it.

Tolerance not a selective process
video will rush home, navigate
to the Web site, read the pledge
JIM
and join gay pride parades.
LEVASSEUR
Even if they dais that really
Opinion Columnist so bad?
Last time I checked, tolerance
was a good thing. It's not like the
SpongeBob Square Pants
foundation is promoting
is gay. At least that's the
rampant sexual escapades or
latest word from several
trying to increase drug use or
conservative Christian groups
encouraging kids to drop out
who have spoken out against
of school.
the cartoon character for his
No, the video is just trying to
appearance in a "pro-homoteach kids to be open-minded
sexual" video.
— hardly an "insidious"
The music video, a remake of
manipulation of young minds,
the 1979 hit "We Are Family," will unless somewhere aiong the line
be sent to over 61,000
someone decided that young
elementary schools in March to
children shouldn't respect and
promote, of all things, tolerance.
accept others.
Now critics are lashing out
The far right response to this
against the video's message of
is, of course, "It's okay to teach
"respect for diversity." An
tolerance, as long as you don't
influential conservative group
teach tolerance for
called Focus on the Family was
homosexuality."
quoted as saying, "We see the
Now this may sound crazy, but
video as an insidious means
nowhere in the dictionary do 1
by which the organization is
find a definition for "selective
manipulating and potentially
tolerance" — you can't claim
brainwashing kids. It's a classic
to be tolerant if you refuse to
bait and switch."
respect part of the population's
Brainwashing? Do you think
perfectly reasonable lifestyle,
so? Considering the fact that
can you?
SpongeBob plays a minor part in
"Tolerance itself can be a
the video, and that nowhere in
very dangerous word," said
the video is there any message
the Rev. Terry Fox. a Southern
about sexual identity, one has to
Baptist pastor in Wichita, Kan.
wonder why a controversy even "Tolerance gives the public
exists in the first place.
schools an avenue to literally
This uproar is nothing more
brainwash our kids that every
than an overzealous section of
lifestyle is okay."
the religious right promoting its
No, Rev. Fox. I disagree.
anti-gay agenda.
Tolerance gives public schools
While the Web site for the
a way to teach kids that there
organization that created the
are lifestyles other than the one
video docs have a tolerance
they've been brought up in; that
pledge that pleads "respect for
just because people live their life
people whose abilities, beliefs,
differently, they're still
culture, race and sexual identity
human beings.
or other characteristics are
These people deserve the
different." it is highly doubtful
same rights and respect we
that the thousands of
afford everyone else (or at least,
schoolchildren who watch the
that we say we do).

of its rut.
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon and Abbas have admitted
that any sort of peace won't be
just a matter of a handshake and
a hearty slap on the back.
But for the first time in four
years, Palestinian and Israeli
leaders met to talk about peace.
For the first time in at least four
years of silence, the two sides
declared a cease-fire.
Abbas has stationed security
forces within Palestinian territories to prevent attacks. Israeli

^%
SCOTT GARTMAN
SOPHOMORE,
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GARYBREZINA
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"Tony Danza."

KATEKELTY
SENIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCAT0N

"Freddie Falcon."

DEREK L0WERY
SOPHOMORE, BUSINESS

"Arnold
Schwarzenegger."

Professors getting too
preachy? Some Ohio
senators think so.
State Senators Mumper,
Jordan, Cates and Wachtmann
are endorsing a bill introduced
in the Ohio Senate late last
month, titled the Academic Bill
of Rights for Higher Education.
If it becomes law in Ohio,
instructors at colleges and
universities — both public and
private — would be discouraged,
and in some cases, prohibited,
from presenting "controversial
matter" in the classroom.
So what's okay to discuss and
what's not?
That's a tough one.
The bill doesn't really say. Its
drafters spent a lot of time
detailing how students need to
be protected from controversial,
one-sided professor rants, but
not so much on exactly howa
professor might overstep the
boundaries.
It doesn't define what"
controversial matter" is. It also
doesn't specify just how many
times a professor must bring up
that "controversial matter" in
order for it to be considered an
irvfringement of students' rights.
Under Mill 24, there is no way
to determine if a violation has
occurred, until it is battled out
in court
The four legislative
masterminds who endorse this
bill must know what they meant
when they wrote it. though.
Senator Larry Mumper, the primary sponsor of Mill 24,
definitely knows.
Mumper's perception of college professors is summarized by
the idea that "80 percent of them
are Democrats, liberals, socialists
or card-carrying communists." 1
wont disagree that many
university faculty members lean
left politically. However, I don't
think that universities in Ohio
face any imminent threat of a ,
commie takeover anytime soon.
Even if professors are
conspiring to brainwash us, isn't
it insulting that it is just assumed
that we will so blindly follow?
In the four semesters I have
studied at this university, I have
only had one class where I felt
the professor went overboard
voicing political opinions. With
each rant, the students took him
less and less seriously. Nobody
— and I mean nobody—who
disagreed with the professor just
sat there and took it I witnessed
eye-rolling, sighing, groaning
and a variety of remarks made
directly to that professor.
People may think that we
need a law to keep faculty like
this in line What they fafl to

MEGAN
SCHMIDT

Opinion Columnist

"...students are
intelligent enough
to understand
the difference
between being
taught objective
course content, and
being subjected to
some unrelated,
ideological tirade."
realize is that professors like this
rum studerts off from,
considering their views. They
never persuade anyone, because
students are intelligent enough
to understand the difference
between being taught objective
course content, and being
subjected to some unrelated,
ideological tirade.
So have some faith in us.
And have some faith in our
faculty. They understand that if
they abuse their power, they hurt
both themselves and the
practice of education in general.
These are people who have
worked to earn multiple degrees
and are dedicating their time to
fueling the minds of the
next generation.
These are people who had the
determination and the ability
to do nearly anything with their
lives—and they chose to be
here, educating us.
1 doubt that is a responsibility
they take lightly.
These professors do not
deserve to have
intellectual conversation stifled
in their classrooms on account
of Bill 24. They do not deserve to
be ii n iiiiiil.iii'i! out of discussing
issues that matter just because a
student might take offense to a
comment that gets made in
the process.
The bill also instructs
professors that if they must
discuss controversial subject
matter which may be offensive
to students, they must present
all possible alternative
viewpoints, and place equal
emphasis upon each one.
All alternative viewpoints.
Okay. So if I'm taking a class
about, say, World War II, then
my professor has to spend a
day or two explaining that the
SENATE BILL 24, PAGES
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Text messages, IM
lack personality
somewhat useless, and we have
become an impersonal society.
When my birthday rolled
around, I definitely received
U-Vfire Columnist
more text messages and e-mails
Daily Mini
than phone calls I must admit
University of HMnois
that I'm a text message queen
You know you're living in
myself, so I am also guilty of
2005 when your reason
sending many congratulatory
for not staying in touch
texts to people, including the
with friends and family is that
many "Hanpy Valentine's Day"
they have no e-mail addresses
messages I sent on Monday.
or your fingers have developed
Don't get me wrong, I really
a permanent crook from your
appreciated that people thought
chronic typing.
about me, and I loved each text
We live in the information
I received.
age, and from looking around, 1
However, it was not until
realize that we are a very techI was writing this article that
nologically dependent society.
I realized the extent of our
Computers and cell phones are
message-dependency. Saying
the main culprits. They have
"Happy Birthday" to someone
become our main modes of
via e-mail or text message is one
communication, and although
thing, but I know people whose
the cell phone was invented to
partners have said "1 love you"
be a tool for more convenient
for the first time in an e-mail or
communication, it has develin a text message. I even know
oped a new form of contact
of instances where people have
In the age of e-mail, AOL
been broken up with in this
Instant Messenger and text mes- same way. Why do we do such
sage plans, relationships are now personal things through such
being built and broken via the
impersonal ways?
Internet and through chatting,
The irony of it all is that most
whether online or through textext conversations end long after
ting. The Internet has become
the sending back and forth. The
the number-one dating and
fact is that a phone call could
friendship network, bringing
make the conversation a lot
people together across the globe. more condse and less timePeople are connecting from all consuming, not to mention
facets of the world, and that is a
easier on the fingers.
beautiful thing. However, it has
I'm not even going to start on
been entrenched in us so much
our inability to spell out whole
that we communicate with
words. Anyway, wouldn't imporpeople across the globe as we do tant moments be a bit more
with our immediate
special if you could see
social system.
someone's face, or if you could
Have you ever Instant
at least hear their voice?
Messaged your next-door
As a society, we've become
neighbor, or even your
impersonal beings. However,
roommate? Are you guilty of
all hope is not lost We need to
having an obscene phone bill,
know that although we have all
not because you went over your
these technological opportuniminutes, but because you sent
ties, we shouldn't abandon the
too many text messages?
old ways. Catch up by having a
I bet most people answered
phone conversation filled with
yes to at least one of those
actual laughter, not "LOL"
questions. That is because text
It is okay to chat and text
and instant messaging have
message, but we should rememrendered our face-to-face interber to do and say the essentials
personal communication skills
through essential means.
LOVETTE
AJAYI
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Tips to prevent from going'spring broke5
ANDY
WALTON
Guest Columnist
President, BGSU Law Society
With over a million
students on spring
break, it is no wonder
that many people are trying*to
make a lot of money off them.
There is nothing wrong with
that — it is how our economy
works. But why does it seem
that every time students are
involved, there is a shift from
an honest trade to a barely legal
exploitation?
Travel agencies represent
this shift.
Spring break was designed
to be just that; a breather from
rigorous academic work before

coming back to exams. When
students see a flyer for a vacation package, they sometimes
get a "too-good-to-be-true" feeling. This is often accompanied
by an "1-knew-it" feeling shortly
following their break.
In surveys conducted by the
state Public Interest Research
Groups, almost all agencies that
advertised with a certain price
contained hidden fees. These
are not minor fees either.
The average final price of
spring break vacations totaled
to be over 60 percent of the
advertised price. Such fees
include city surcharges, late fees,
peak week charges, fuel surcharges, international fees and
insurance costs. Some agencies
even charged the student
double of what they advertise.
It's disappointing that the

HIRING FOR SUMMER & FALL 2005
BOWEN-THOMPSON

Students will not sit idly by
and tolerate faculty biases
SENATE BILL 24, FROM PAGE 4
Holocaust never happened?
That's an "alternative" take on
the situation that 1 think we're
all familiar with, isn't it?
Should a science professor
instructing a biology class be .
forced to say, "and now, we
move on to Creationism..." ?
This bill claims that it means
only to protect "the academic
freedom of students," but quite
frankly, I don't want that
protection if it forces my
instructors to worry so much
about being maintaining a
"posture of neutrality" that they
neglect to engage classes in
discussions which are relevant
and thought-provoking.
And what exactly is there to
protect us from? From hearing
someone voice an opinion we
disagree with?
Listening to other people say

things you don't like is
something that will happen a
lot in your lifetime. You cant
enact a law for every situation
where your opinion could
potentially meet adversity.
Accept it Embrace it Have
a heated discussion, become
passionate, let someone offend
you every once in awhile. Ifs
not going to kill you.
If you disagree that
wholeheartedly with someone,
a professor or anybody else, it
will only remind you of why
you feel the way you do. It will
affirm your views and make
your convictions that much
stronger.
After all, isn't that what
becoming an educated person
is all about?
Send comments to Megan at
schmmeg@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

John W. Strawman,
D.D.S.
WELCOMES

STUDENT UNION
• Good ray
•Work at the H
• Build Your Resume
• Great Facilities
• Flexible Hours

• Audio Visual Services

• Building Services
• Custodial Services
• Information Center
• Office Assistants
• Event Planning Assistant
• Photo ID Center
Students seeking employment with the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union will be
required to attend an information session
that will describe each position, pay rates,
and expectations for working in the Student
Union. Information sessions are the ONLY
place that applications will be distributed...
so tell your friends!
Information Sessions:
•Monday, Feb. 21 at 9:15pm
•Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 7:15pm
•Wednesday, Feb. 23 at 9:15pm

Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry

These information sessions are located in
Room 201A in the Student Union
We look forward to seeing you there!

Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff, Faculty, and
Students
Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St..
Bowling Green
Visit our Website at

Strawman KaUerDentliti.com
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For more information on each of the positions
feted above, visit us on the web trt:
htlpy/www.bgsu.edu/officeVsCv'union/eniploy.htrnl

leaders in these companies
probably went to college
themselves, yet feel comfortable
charging students in
this fashion.
Apart from hidden costs,
students often run into itinerary
changes. Travel agencies often
use charter flights.
Students often find themselves hurrying to Columbus
when there flight was originally scheduled to depart from
Toledo. (charter flights are also
subject to time changes.
Students may not get to leave
for spring break until two days
after they had planned. Often
times they are stuck in another
country while their classes
resume back home.
The current practices of
these agencies demand that
the student be aware of his or

her rights. So what can you do?
Know the limits tit this industry
This may be as simple .is
reading the fine print.
•You have the right to
investigate an agency before
sending them any money
•You also have the right to
know exactly what every thing
means on the bill, and exactly
what you are [raying for.
• Know the cancellation
policies of the company
you're using and any late fees
involved. If a flight is to be
delayed for more than 48 hours,
then you have the right
to cancel.
The University law Society
would like remind you that
there is no substitute for being
prepared. Take the proper
precautions and avoid going
"spring broke."
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State health care budget in trouble
By Andrew Weteh-Huggirts
THt

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio - The slate
yesterday reversed a decision to
eliminate a program this year
that provides health care to poor
Ohioans who have no other
coverage.
The
human
services
department is proposing to cut
funding as part of the upcoming
two-year budget but because of
the program's costs decided to
end it early, beginning in March.
Advocates for the poor had
protested the decision and
questioned the state's ability to

end the program without going
through the budget process.
"Those comments were
heard clearly," said Ion Allen,
spokesman for the Department
of lob and Family Services.
Under the change announced
yesterday, Ohio won't cut off
enrollments for Disability
Medical Assistance beginning
in March, as planned. That
phase-out would have saved
about $4 million this year.
Instead, the Department of
lob and Family Services will
proceed with a proposal to cut
the funding in October.

"These are very, very,
very poor people.
These are the most
destitute people in
our society."
COl OWENS, CONSUMER-HEALTH
ADVOCATE

The program serves about
15,000 poor Ohioans with
chronic medical conditions
such as heart problems, diabetes

or mental illness who earn less
than $115 a month.
They are typically single,
unemployed adults under 65
who aren't eligible for Medicaid,
the joint state-federal program
for poor families and children.
They also aren't eligible for
federal programs for the
disabled, although they may
become eligible for Medicaid
or federal assistance if they're
determined to meet certain
disability standards. Eliminating
the program would save about
$73 million a year.
"These are very, very, very

poor people," said Col Owens,
co-chairman of the Ohio
Family Coverage Coalition, a
consumer-health advocacy
group. "These are the most
destitute people in our society."
Owens said the state's
decision means the debate over
funding the program will be
done where it belongs: in the
context of Gov. Bob Taft's entire
$51 billion spending proposal.
Many of the people receiving assistance suffer from
mental illnesses, said Gayle
Channing Tenenbaum, of
the Public Children's Services

Association of Ohio.

"You can't just take a person's
psychotropic drugs away from
them," she said. "You have to be
really weaned off of them."
The proposal to cut the
program next year comes as the
state struggles to slow the growth
of the $10 billion Medicaid
program, which now accounts
for almost 40 percent of state
spending.
Taft's budget proposal tries to
slow Medicaid's growth to about
4 percent instead of the double
digit increases expected without
cuts and funding freezes.

Dumpster fees, water permits matter to EPA
estimates. That figure is in line
with other Midwestern states,
COLUMBUS, Ohio — A plan which averaged about $34 a
to replace the portion of the ton, according to Chartwell
Ohio Environmental Protection Infonnation Publishers, which
Agency's budget currently tracks environmental data.
Taft. looking for ways to
funded by the state with trashdumping fees has some activ- cut state spending, asked the
ists concerned about the agen- EPA where it could make up
cy's ability to perform if there is the money for its budget, EPA
a drop-off in imported garbage. director loseph Koncelik said.
Gov. Bob Taft proposed in his The agency chose the trash$51 billion, two-vear budget dumping fee because it has a
that the EPA replace the $19.8 broader base than the money it
million it is receiving in the collects from businesses for air
current budget year with money emission and water discharge
it would get from an increase in permits, Koncelik said.
"We would have had to
the state's share of the dumping
raise those fees a lot more as
fee, from $2 a ton to $4.75.
The new budget, now far as a percentage of impact
getting its first hearings in to those people than doing a
the Legislature, must be in broad-based fee like the
solid-waste fee," Koncelik said.
place July 1.
Currently, the EPA gets 63
The increase would raise
the average total dumping fee percent of its funding from fees,
statewide to about $33.35 a ton, permits and other assessments;
a total which includes other 24 percent from federal grants;
fees and landfill costs, the EPA and 13 percent from the state's
By John McCarthy

IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

general revenue fund.
Taft's budget proposal
includes an EPA budget of
$367 million over the two years
beginning July 1. The plan
includes only $5 million from
the state in the first year and
none in the second. The $5
million would help the EPA
during the start of dumping fee
collections increases.
The state should continue
funding its share of the EPA
budget because the agency's work is too vital to rely
on fees that could decrease
if other states that bury their
trash in Ohio look elsewhere,
environmental activists say. In
addition, $1 of every $2.25 of
the increase would go toward
recycling programs.
"Any housewife making up
the (family) budget would never
voluntarily eliminate a significant source of revenue," said
lack Shaner, a lobbyist for the
Ohio Environmental Council.

"So why should the state?"
A reduction in out-ofstate trash would help the
environment, but it shouldn't be
accomplished at the expense of
a possibly weakened EPA, said
Ellen Hawkey, conservation
program coordinator for the
Sierra Club's Ohio chapter.
"Increasing tipping fees is
somethingwesupport. However
... we see environmental
protection as a core service."
Hawkey said.
The EPA believes income
from the fees will be stable
enough to continue funding at
least at current levels, Koncelik
said. Relying on any fee
presents some risk, he said.
"That's really true with a
majority of the fees the Ohio
EPA assesses," Koncelik said. "If
those emissions go down, our
funding goes down correspondingly. ... But over time, the solid
waste fee has been very reliable,
a very predictable amount that

has been disposed."
Taft made the proposal
because what's available from
the stale treasury is even less
predictable than what can
be collected from dumping
fees, Taft spokesman Mark
Rickelsaid.
"The consideration was to get
a more reliable source of rev
enue, considering the challeng
es within the general revenue
fund," he said.
Cincinnati-based Rumpke
Consolidated Companies Inc.
one of Ohio's largest trash
haulers and landfill operators
opposes the plan, spokeswom
an Amanda Wilson said. The
company will work with law
makers to see if there are alter
natives to the increase, she said
"It will impact custom
ITS. municipalities and waste
haulers," Wilson said. "It's
such an enormous increase
the money will have to come
from somewhere."
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Make I0HN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
KFFICIKNCIES
451 THl'RSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with lull bath. Move and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $360.00.

STUDENT HOUSING

Historic Millikin

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Summit Street
— APARTMENT S —

Rales available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo ^ electric

517 F.. RF.F.I) STREET At Thurstin. Furnished or
Untarnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $390.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOoe Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $410.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $360.0(1.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rale$455.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $390.00.

• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
■ One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year-Two Person Rate- $615.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $515.00.
505 (TOUCH STRKKT- Behind Kinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rate- $690.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$575.00. * Lower floors reduced rale.
402 fflfifl STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One balh.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate$630.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $540.00.
810 FIFTH. 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $530.00. ■
1118 SEVENTH & Ml SEVENTH- Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh + Hall Vanity. School Year-Two
Person Rale- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $470.00.
724 S. C()1.1.E<;E DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $250.00 Nonrefundable pel deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
755 Manville
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville
733 Manville

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352 0717
WWW.GREENBRIARREN 1 A I

inttjrop ferrate
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

• Free Heat!
• Free High Speed Internet
• Free Shuttle service to & from campus
^l^lniinmjjpootg.

\

3 Laundroiifl
1 and 2 bedrfro

«.
a rimer

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. WiMister Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

>,

•'

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewlovereaIestate.com

».
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BUSH CABINET BACKS BUDGET BOOST

MM

WASHINGTON —Speaking with one voice, President
Bush's top intelligence and military officials said
terrorists are regrouping for possible new strikes
against the United States. The best course, the
Cabinet officials said, was for Congress to approve
the president's military and anti-terror budget.

Fossils, unearthed for 40 years,
appear to be world's oldest
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»P File Photo
HAPPIER TIMES: Vermont families featured in a Public Broadcasting Service special in Vermont pose
with Buster, an animated character in this March file photo in Charlotte, Vt. Pat Mitchell, the PBS chief
under fire for spending public money on a cartoon show that also featured a real-life lesbian couple, will
step down when her contract expires in June 2006.

PBS head will step down
over controversial episode
By Siobhan McDonough
THE ASSOCIATED PRtSS

chief executive officer, also
faced significant fund-raising
challenges.

WASHINGTON - Pat Mitchell,
She drew recent criticism
the Public Broadcasting Service
chief under fire for spending for "Postcards From Buster,"
public money on a cartoon in which the title character,
show that also featured a real- an animated bunny named
life lesbian couple, will step Buster, traveled to Vermont
down when her contract expires —a state known for recognizing
same-sex civil unions. Though
in)une2006.
Mitchell, the nonprofit the focus was on farm life and
network's fifth president and maple sugaring, the episode,

with more modem dating tech- which specializes in dating
niques, Fleagle and colleagues rocks, said the researchers
NEW YORK—Bones discovered report in Thursday's issue of made "a reasonably good argunearly 40 years ago in Ethiopia the journal Nalure that both ment" to support their dating of
now appear (o be the oldest specimens are 195.000 years old, the fossils.
known fossils of modern-look- give or take 5,000 years.
"It's more likely than not," he
ing humans, says an analysis
He did the work with geologisi said, calling the work "very
that suggests they come from Frank Brown of the University exciting and important."
around the dawn of the species. of Utah in Salt Lake City and
Rick Potts, director of the
Researchers
determined Ian McDougall of the Australian Human Origins Program at
that the specimens are around National University in Canberra. the Smithsonian Institution's
Heagle said the more primi- National Museum of Natural
195,000 years old. Previously,
the oldest known fossils of tive traits of Omo II may mean History, said he considered the
Homo sapiens were Ethiopian the two specimens came from case for the new fossil ages "very
skulls dated to about 160,000 different but overlapping Homo strong." The work suggests that
sapiens populations, or that they "we're right on the cusp of where
years ago.
Genetic studies estimate just represent natural variation the genetic evidence says the
that Homo sapiens arose about within a single population.
origin of modern humans ...
To find the age of the skulls, should be," he said.
200,000 years ago, so the new
research brings the fossil record the researchers determined that
G. Philip Rightmire. a paleomore in line with that, said lohn volcanic rock lying just below anthropologist at Binghamton
Flcagle of Stony Brook University the sediment that contained the University in New York, said he
in New York, an author of fossils was about 196,000 years believes the Omo fossils show
old. They then found evidence 1 lomo sapiens plus a more primthe study.
The fossils were found in 1967 that the fossil-bearing sedi- itive ancestor. The find appears
near the Omo River in south- ment was deposited soon after to represent the aftermath of the
western Ethiopia. One location that time.
birth of Homo sapiens, when
Paul Renne, director of the it was still living alongside its
yielded Omo I, which includes
part of a skull plus skeletal bones. Berkeley Geochronology Center, ancestral species, he said.
Another site produced Omo
II, which has more of a skull
but no skeletal bones. Neither
specimen has a complete face.
Although Omo II shows
more primitive characteristics
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
than Omo I, scientists called
both specimens Homo sapiens
and assigned a tentative age of
629 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
130,000 years.
S880 per month, Deposit $880 Tenants pay utilities.
Now, after visiting the
Tenants have use of garage. Has washer and dryer and
discovery sites, analyzing their
A/C Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.
geologyand testingrocksamples
By Malcolm Ritter
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

entitled "Sugartime," featured
an actual lesbian couple.
Newly appointed Education
Secretary Margaret Spellings
contended that the episode did
not fulfill the intent Congress
had in mind for programming
and said many parents would
not want children exposed to
such lifestyles.
PBS, PAGE 8

HOUSES AVAILABLE

710 ELM STREET 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$740 per month, Deposit $740. Tenants pay utilities. Has
washer and dryer. Lease dates-August 18. 2005 - August
5, 2006.
ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. II
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS SPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

^tAWIV

JOWJV^

OK. SO Mi SUBS BEULY fltifc'T GOURMET AND
WE'K NOT FBENOI i UMil MY SUBS JUST TASTE
« LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOWS TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOUCMCT
SHE THINKS WUATEVT* I DO IS GOUGMET, BUT
I DONT THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

&~tf&*-

8" SUB SANDWICHES

o£,?«hDS GREATEST1
OtfRMET SANDWICH

III of HIT tasty sub sandwiches are j lull 8 inches ol
homemite French bread. Iresh vegjies and the finest
meals & cheese I can buy' And il it mattes to ytu,
we slice everything Iresh cteryday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

PLAIN SLIMS™

#1 PEPE*'
Real apolewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Awesome!)

#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare shaved roasl beet topped with yummy
mayo, icitucc. and tomato. (Can't beat this one!)

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
California baby tuna, mned with celery, onions, and
our tasty sauce, then lopped with alfalfa sprouts.
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM
SUM
SLIM
SUM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Him £ cheese
lustful
Turn salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double prDvolone

Low Car h Lettuce Wrap

134MANVILLE 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants have use of the garage for storage only. $820 per
month. Deposit $820. Tenants pay utilities. Lease datesMay 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

723 SIXTH 3 BR Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Tenants DO
NOT have use of the garage. $560 per month Deposit
$560. Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates-May 14, 2005
- May 6. 2006.

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my Iresh baked thick sliced / grain biead or my famous
homemade Ircnch bread!

We have many other apartments available.
Stop in the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I lull Mi pound ol real applewood smoked ham. provolone
cheese, lettuce, tomai* £ real mayo! (I real stack)

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

*% BILLY CLUB*

319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)

Roast beef. ham. provolone. Dijon mustard, lettuce,
tomato. £ mayo (Here's to my old pal Billy who
invented this great combo )

Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestale.com

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB"
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham. and
provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, lomato. onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
I (Tou hav'ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

FREE IPOD AT THE FISHBOWL

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB"

Iresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

#5 WTO*
the original Italian sub with genoa salami, protolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, lomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Order it with hot peppers, trust me!)

«6 VEGETARIAN
Several layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cucumber, lettuce.
tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sub not for vegetarians
onl,
peace dude!)

JJ.B.L.T.M

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
BOX IIINCHIS. PlllllHS HRIilS'

IPct)

I lull 1/4 pound ul fresh sliced medium larc roasl beef
provolone. lettuce, lomato. £ mayo (It rocks!!!)

MUSIC

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*'
fresh sliced turkey breast, anplewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons ol Icitucc, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always eicepiional classic!)

1
T

#12 BEACH CLUB* ©

DElKIRr ORDEIS will include a delivery
charge ol 35c per item iw-ilti.

Fiesh baked tuikey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread sliced cucumber spruuts lettuce tomato, and
mayo' (It's the real deal folks and it ain't even California.)

■ • • • JIMMYJOHNS COM • • • •

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB'
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce lomato. £ mayo
(Iry it on my / grain whole wheai bread This veggie
sandwich is world class')

Bacon, lettuce, tomato 4 mayo
line only better BIT is mama's BIT. this one rules!)

• SIDE ITEMS •
SodaPop
S0.99/S1I9
Ciant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie... S I ?5
Real potato chips or lumbo kosher dill pickle
SO 75
Eitrj load of mcai
$175
hira cheese or eitra avocado spread
$0 65
Hoi Peppers

$450

714 EIGHTH. #A 2 BR Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2
cars. $680 per month. Deposit $680. Tenants pay utilities.
Lease dates-May 14, 2005 - May 6, 2006.

SO ?S

FREEBIES (SUBS £ CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato mayo, sliced
cucumber. Oifon mustaid. oil & vinegar, and orcgano

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN™
Ihis sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Huey. Its huge
enough 10 feed the hungriest of all
humans! Ions ol genoa salami sliced
smoked ftam capicola roast heel,
turkey £ provolone lammed into
one ol our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
rtttaci, lomalo. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB"
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, lomato. £ mayo.
In American classic certainly not invented by J J but
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA"
the same as our #3 Sorry Charlie eicept this one has a
lot moie Homemade tuna salad, provolone sprouts,
cucumbei.lettucc. £ tomato (I guarantee it s awesome1)

#16 CLUB LULUra
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon, lettuce lomato. £
mayo | JJ s original tuikey £ bacon club)

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK'S
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"

©

iMlras
Sittings
'•lr • Id' Sunns

CD „
isi I Backlight

rsj

FREE IPOD
NATE & WALLY'S
THURSDAY NIGHT
STARING DJ'S
DIAMOND D.LEE
& DJ BYSS
RAFFLE IS FROM
10PM-12AMMUSTBE
PRESENT TO WIN
21&UPONLY
i
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PBS exec will
not seek 3rd
term at post

Security measures hurt tourism
ByBradFoss
THE «SSOCI»U0 PRESS

Mickey Mouse has a bone to pick
with Uncle Sam.
U.S. travel executives say
President Bush's war on terror
is unintentionally scaring off
foreign tourists and that an
international campaign is needed to lure more visitors and repair
the country's soured image.
"It's more than just an image
decline," said lay Rasulo, president of Walt Disney Parks &
Resorts, a Lake Buena Vista, 11a.based unit of The Walt Disney Co.
"I think other countries are out
there competing for tourists and
we have not been."
Rasulo and other travel
executives said tourism to the
United States, while rising again
after several down years, is not
as robust as it should be, with
an estimated 10 percent fewer
international visitors in 2004
than in 2000. Although the weak
dollar has brought more visitors in recent months, the overall trend is still disappointing to
the industry.
The stakes involved are huge.

■
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Visitors from abroad accounted for about $93.5 billion in
spending and economic activity in the United States in
2004, according to Commerce
Department estimates That's
slightly larger than U.S. exports of
automobiles, engines and parts.
Tourism officials ascribe
the
decline
partly
to
anti-Americanism that arose after
the country launched military
action in Afghanistan and Iraq
and to the "hassle factor" associated with new visa application
and airport security procedures.
Homeland
Security
Department spokesman Dennis
Murphy said the new procedures are intended lo correct
vulnerabilities exploited by
the Sept. 11 terrorists without
impeding trade or travel. "We
can't allow our system to be
abused again," he said.
"Because the system was not
enforced rigorously in the past,
any change to enforcement
postures become significant
changes in the minds of people
who used it before," he added.
Tourism officials emphasized

that they aren't opposed to the
Bush administration's homeland security objectives; what
concerns them is the manner in
which policies are implemented.
"We have developed an image
in many countries as fortress
America," said Betsy O'Rourke,
senior vice president for
marketing at the Travel Industry
Association of America, a
Washington-based trade group.
O'Rourke said tourists should
be greeted as "customers," not
potential "invaders"
Alan Chick of
Brighton,
England, has traveled to the
United States once a year, on
average, for the past 18 years
and said that while there is some
truth to the perceived hassle
factor, the problem has been
vastly overblown and shouldn't
deter foreign tourists.
"Unfortunately, the Americans
don't do very much to dispel
these things," said Chick. "They
don't really do anything to say
'Hey, it's really not that bad.'"
The commission that investigated the Sept. 11 attacks said the
nation's beefed-up border screen-

ing system needs to become
more efficient and friendly, and
it noted that visa applications
in 2003 were down 32 percent
compared with 2001. "There is
evidence that the present system
is disrupting travel to the United
States," the commission said.
A November poll of 8,000
consumers
from
eight
industrialized nations found that
55 percent of respondents had an
increasingly negative perception
of that United States, according
to Seattle-based market research
firm GM1 Inc.
That
rankles
some
travel officials
"I refuse to believe that our
declining image is a fair portrayal
of who we really are," Amtrak vice
president Barbara Richardson
said last month at an industry
luncheon in Washington.
The image problem aside the
U.S. tourism industry is already
losing global market share as
borders in many parts of the world
have become easier and cheaper
to cross, and as countries from
Spain to Singapore outspend
the United States in tourism

n
0 Huntington Bank

TRAVEL IN NUMBERS
10 PERCENT -Decline in visitors from 2000-04
$93.5 BILLION - Spending by
tourists in the U.S. last year.
32 PERCENT - Drop in number
of visa applicants Irom 2001-03

marketing and advertising.
"I don't know if it's naivete or
arrogance that we feel people
know the U.S. so well that we
don't need to invite them," said
Marilyn Carlson Nelson, CEO
of Carlson Companies Inc., the
Minnetonka,
Minn.-based
owner of travel agencies, hotels
and restaurants.
Either way, Nelson said it is
critical for the U.S. government
to market its national parks
and other attractions more
forcefully, lest it concede more
tourism business to other countries and allow "the perception
that foreigners might not be welcome" to fester.
Thirty-nine state governments
spent about $20 million in 2003
on international advertising and
other promotions, according to
a nationwide survey. This was
down 11 percent from the year
before, but still more than twice
as much as the federal government has allocated for 2005.
Officials likened the U.S.
tourism industry's woes to the
recent experience of American
universities, which have seen
declining applications from
foreign graduate students since
2001. Education officials attribute
the dropoff to the same three
factors cited by travel executives:
tighter immigration policies,
negative attitudes toward the U.S.
and increasing competition.

PBS, FROM PAGE 7

MitchelL 62, who joined
PBS in 2000, told PBS
managers at its annual
meeting Monday that she
would not seek a third
three-year term when her
contract expired in June 2006.
In a statement to the media,
Mitchell made no reference to
the "Buster" controversy.
The network decided not
to distribute the episode to
its 349 stations. The Boston
public television station,
WGBH-TV, which produced
the series, has made it
available to other stations.
PBS depends on Congress
for funding and also relies
on contributions from
individuals, local stations,
state governments and
foundations.
The
network receives money for
the "Postcards from Buster"
series through the federal
Ready-To-Learn program
aimed at helping young children learn through television.
Under Mitchell's leadership, PBS stations extended
their digital broadcasting
reach to nearly 90 percent of
the country.
Mitchell also added
diversity to the schedule
— including the "American
Family," an Emmy-nominated
series featuring a Latino family, and "American Mystery!"
a special featuring Indians
living in the Southwest
"We have a lot to do in
the next 15 months," she
said in the statement. "I
have a big agenda and am
happy to be in the midst of
spearheading some of PBS'
greatest successes."

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
Bedroom

3 Bedroi

Townhouses

Townho^

Deposit Special
$400
■ Furnished
| 1Haif & 1 Full Bath
1
Full basement
1
Air conditioned

• Deposit Special
$600
• Furnished
• 1Half& 1 Full Bath
• Full basement

1

• Washer/Dryer
Hookup

1

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

• Air conditioned

Greenbriar, Inc. (419) 352-0717
www.qreenbriarrentals.com

I tin
Management Inc.
YOU COULD WIN $100,000 DURING HALFTIME
WE MEN'S MAC BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP Q
■fljW STOP AT amr Huntington Bank ioc
February 28,2005 to register to win!
,| I

Jay, March 12, 2005 at Gund Arena,
of Huntington Bank and the Mid-American Conference.

LOG ON TODAY TO:

w

Huntfngton Bank, the Official Bank of the MAC. wiH select two (2) people at random
■ in the "Huntington Bank $100,000 Challenge" three-point shooting c
{Please see entry ballot for hJ« details.)

\7

> / View our 2005/2006 availability
(Heinzsite will have Free High
Speed Internet Access)
>_/ View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to
make your search easier

\y

V Register for the IPOD
give away
Or visit us at
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800 • info@meccabg.com

^IE^CA
Management Inc.

WWW.MECCABG.COM
j
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BG SPORTS
TOUR DE FRANCE: ARMSTRONG LOOKS FOR NO. 7 TOUR WIN. PAGE 10

BRIEFING
BG schedule in MAC
set until 2009 season

THURSDAY

The MAC has finalized its
conference schedule through
the 2009 season.
With Bowling Green moving to the East division, sqme
familiar opponents will only be
stopping at the Doyt every few
seasons.
The Falcons will only play
Northern Illinois twice during
this span, but will play Toledo
every year, including next season's game which will be at the
Doyt Even with the switch, BG
can renew old rivalries with
Kent State and Miami.

No NHL
this year,
mayoe
next year
BylnPwM
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The NHL canceled what little
was left of the season yesterday
after a series of last-minute offers
were rejected on the final day of
negotiations.
A lockout over a salary cap shut
down the game before it ever
got a chance to start in October.
Now the NHL, already low on the
popularity scale in the United
States, becomes the first major
pro sports league in North
America to lose an entire season
to a labor dispute.
"As I stand before you today,
it is my sad duty to announce
... it no longer is practical to
conduct even an abbreviated
season," commissioner Gary
Bettman said. "Accordingly, I
have no choice but to announce
the formal cancellation of play
for 2004-05."
This is a sad, regrettable day
that all of us wish could have
been avoided," he said.
Bettman said the sides
would continue working to get
an agreement
—,. JWe're planning to • have
hockey next season," he said.
The union scheduled a news
conference later yesterday in
Toronto.
"The scary part now for
hockey is do the fans come back?
We're not baseball, we're not the
national pastime," Nashville
forward Km McKenzie said.
The league and players' union
traded a flurry of proposals and
letters Tuesday night, but could
never agree on a cap. The players
proposed $49 million per team;
the owners said $42.5 million.
But a series of conditions and
fine print in both proposals made
the offers farther apart than just
$6.5 million per team.
LOCK OUT, PAGE 9
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

BG holds off Ball State
By Adam nritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

If the men's basketball team has
learned one thing throughout
the course of this season, it is
that no win comes easy.
The Falcons held off
visiting Ball State, who cut a
13-point second-half deficit to
as low as one, but BG managed
to hang on for a 70-69 victory,
putting them alone atop the
Mid-American Conference
West Division.
With the Falcons (15-7, 9-5
MAC) leading 67-66 with 11
seconds remaining in the game,
Ball State's Anthony Kent missed
both his free throw attempts.
After the second shot rimmed
out, Terrance Chapman's put
back was blocked by Steven
Wright, who saved the ball
from going out of bounds, and
threw it off Chapman to give
BG possession.
"Wright made a great
play throwing (the ball) off
Chapman's leg," said senior
John Reimold. "It was a really
heads-up play and it won the
game for us."
"It was an unbelievable effort
by (Ball State) and by us, and
we just happened to get a ball
bounce our way," said Falcons
coach Dan Dakich.
Reimold
was
then
intentionally fouled by Peyton
Stovall when he broke away off
the inbound pass, and he hit
both his free throws to give the
Falconsa three-point advantage.
He was fouled immediately on
BG's next possession, splitting
his free throws to seal the win
with four seconds remaining
and the Falcons three-game
losing streak to the Cardinals.
Reimold and Josh Almanson
provided over half of BG's points
in the game. Reimold scored a
game-high 28 points, pouring
in 14 in each half. Almanson
added 20 points, with a
career-high four three's and
team-high seven rebounds.
"My two guys, Reimold and
Almanson, 1 thought did a hell
of a job," Dakich said. "Reimold
really came to play as he does
every night."
Dennis Trammel! scored

Senior
duo puts
up 48 in
victory
By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

BnSwanger BGNews

GET OPEN: BG's Steven Wright looks for an open man as Ball State's Dennis Tiammell defends. The
Cardinals held Wright to no points but the Falcons pulled out the win, 70-69.

21 points on seven of seven
shooting, including three of
three from beyond the arc, to
pace the Cardinals (12-10, 7-7
MAC), who shot 53 percent
from the field as a team. Stovall,
who came in as BSU's leading
scorer, could not find his shot
and finished with 11 points on
five of 14 shooting
BG's bench, which has been
suspect at times this season,

played solid as a whole. They hectic MAC schedule as they
outscored the Cardinals bench host Arkansas-Little Rock at
16-15 and played tough defense 1 p.m. Saturday as part of the
down the stretch. Perrick F.SPN Bracket Buster games.
Well
Done:
During
Robinson scored six points and
had three steals in 20 minutes half-time, Falcon student-athletes, who have succeeded in the
off the bench.
The Falcons committed classroom, were honored in
a season-low 10 turnovers, front of the home crowd. There
with just four coming in the were 206 student-athletes
earned a term grade point aversecond half.
BG now gets a break from the age of 3.0 or higher.

When you're a senior and your
team has a one game lead in the
Mid-American Conference West
Division with only a few games
remaining you have to play big
and that's what Bowling Green's
two big senior leaders did last
night against Ball State.
Senior forwards John Reimold
and losh Almanson made sure
they were there to be those senior
leaders, and they helped carry a
Falcon team that only had two
other point producers in the first
half. Only eight Falcons would
score points on the night as the
two seniors combined for 48 of
BG's 70 points for the game.
"I thought they did a heck of
a job," head coach Dan Dakich
said. "They hit shots at the end of
shot clocks, and they really made
up for us not getting any scoring
out of our guards."
Reimold finished with 28 points,
which tied his season-high, and
contributed four rebounds and
two steals
Almanson finished with 20, and
contributed a team-high seven
rebounds adding two blocks.
The two combined for 22 of
BG's 33 first half points. Reimold
putting in 14 and Almanson
contributing eight as only
Perrick Robinson and Austin
Montgomery were the other
Falcons to score points in the first
20 minutes.
It was the first 20 minutes that
saw Reimold and Almanson
making big shots and scoring
nine of the first 11 points for
the Falcons as they grabbed an
early 11-3 lead. Reimold capped
that early run with a jumper that
found the net from the right side.
They would both make two key
3-pointers in the half and ended
the night combining for seven in
total from beyond the arc.
However, it was late in the
game as the Cardinals made a
run that the two made key plays
SENIORS,PAGE 12

Recruiting process goes beyond wins and losses
ByAdamHritak
SPORTS REPORTER

As Bowling Green head coach
Gregg Brandon prepares for his
third season as the man in charge
of the Falcons' football team, he
has built his program to a level
this University has never seea
Brandon led his squad to consecutive bowl victories, in the Motor
City Bowl in 2003 and the GMAC
Bowl in '04, and is beginning to
reap the benefits of success.
As he concluded bringing in his new recruiting class
Feb 2, in which 26 players were
signed from 11 states, the door
has opened to recruiting top
players. No longer are the days
of trying to select from the few
star high school players that were
overiooked by bigger schools such
as Ohio State and Michigan.
After numerous television
appearances and rankings in the
Top 25 polls, Bowling Green football is on the map. Future college
players now know of the program
and have interest in attending
the University, but it takes more
than national exposure to make
players want to play for a team.
the process of recruiting is
a year-round challenge. From
the moment the new recruiting
class is introduced, Brandon and
his staff are already evaluating
the current high school juniors,
making a preliminary list of who

they feel would make a nice
addition to their team.
Starting in May, the players
see the coaches from interested
universities, where for the first
time ,they can workout and
display their talent
"We go on the road and we
can't talk to them, but we can
evaluate them," Brandon said.
"Wfe can watch tape, watch them
run track or whatever's going
on in the spring We talk to
coaches, talk to counselors and get
academic information."
BG
football
recruiting
coordinator Troy Rothenbuhler
puts his faith in the hands of
many people during this time
in order to find out everything
possible about a recruit
He believes it is essential to
build good relationships with
people in their recruiting areas.
That includes coaches, school
presidents and faculty, so they are
hearing the truth about a player.
"You try to talk to as many
people as you can to try to
make sure that when you bring
someone in, they are a good
human being and will be a good
citizen while at Bowling Green,"
Rothenbuhler said.
As summer approaches, the
evaluation grows to where the
two sides can form a relationship. While the football team is
going through summer camp,

the recruits are invited to join, on
their own will, to showcase their
abilities and give the coaches
their first glimpse of what might
someday be a star player.
Since recruits are allowed to
have as many unofficial visits to
schools as they would like the
summer camps are crucial. It
can jump start the process to
landing a solid recruit without
using up the valuable official visit
which allows the athlete just one
per school.
When the recruits come for
their official visit, it is time for
the football players to help out.
The players have to follow NCAA
rules which do not allow them
to provide recruits with any
benefits, but they still are allowed
to take them out at night or go to
any events that are on campus
to get a feel of the University and
show them the town.
It News FiK Plulo
The coaching staff relies on the HAPPY DAYS: BG head football coach Gregg Brandon talks after the announcement of the Falcons going to
players to tell them if a recruit the GMAC Bowl this past November. Brandon and his wins have helped the recruiting in BG this year
wUlfitin.
"We believe in teamwork and
Once the season kicks off, it find out what the interest level is make-or-break period that ultiour guys right now that they can is much more difficult for the and who else is recruiting them. mately puts teenagers in charge
really, realty assist us in making coaching staff to stay on top of We continue to try to build the of a major decision, one that can
that call," Rothenbuhler said. "A recruits. They select between 250 relationship," Brandon said.
shape the rest of their lives.
kid is going to act one way around to 300 high school athletes to put
After the season concludes,
With over a year's work of
a coach because of respect but on their mailing list, which allows it is crunch time for the staff. relentless time dedicated to make
when he starts sitting down the coaches to stay in contact In December and lanuary, the a player desire the team and
playing Playstation or hanging with the player while actively coaches have their contact period school, all the coaches can do
out in the dorms with the rest of pursuing them.
where they can make personal from there is sit back and hope
the guys is when his true colors
"When phone calls can start visits to recruits and give their last their guys sign their names on
usually will show."
in the fall, we'll call those guys to pitch to join the University. It is a the dotted line.
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To dunk or not to dunk is
the question for King James
always got a great shot Everyone
thinks I should be in it"
lames, arguably the league's
best in-game dunker, would
certainly help elevate the event,
which has lost some of its luster
in recent years. It's not like the
old days when Erving, Michael
lordan, Dominique Wilkins, 1-arry
Nance—the first champion—or
even tiny Spud Webb dazzled
crowds and TV audiences with
their gravity-defying stuffs.
lames, too, wishes the league's
top young stars took part. But
with odicr commitments, it's not
easy to get them out there.
"It would be nice for the fans,
but you don't want to force anybody to do it if they don't want to
do it," he said.
lames' schedule over the next
few days could end up being the
difference in whether he dunks.
After facing Atlanta at home
on last night, the Cavaliers f
inish the unofficial first half of
the season at Minnesota on
this evening, lames will leave
immediately after the game
for Denver. Tomorrow, lames
has a full day of meetings and
interviews before playing in the
Rookie-Sophomore Challenge.
His schedule on Saturday
includes practice and a
reception with Sprite, one of the
many products he endorses, and
Sunday he'll play in his first AllStar game.

By Tom Witters
!H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Usually the one with his feel
off (lie floor. Lt'Bron lames has
everyone else hanging.
With the NBAs AJl-Slar dunk
conlesl in Denver just a few days
away, the Cavaliers star forward
still hasn't decided whether he'll
take part against the league's
other premier leapers.
"It is a yes or no' answer." said
lames, who has been pressed
about a decision nearly every day
for the past few weeks. "I just
haven't decided if I'll do it or not.
You know me, I'm a last-minute
person."
lames skipped last year's
dunk contest in lx>s Angeles,
partially because he was upset
at not being picked as a reserve
for the All-Star team as a rookie,
lames, who recemly missed a
few games with a sprained ankle,
may wait until tomorrow before
he makes up his mind.
l*he league has not yet officially
announced the participants in
Saturday night's dunk contest,
at one time the highlight of AllStar Weekend festivities. Atlanta
rookie losh Smith said he has been
asked to compete along with I.R.
Smith of New Orleans and Amare
Stoudcmire of Phoenix.
Denver was the site of the
NBAs first dunk contest in 1984,
and the legendary ABA dunk-off
between Julius Erving and David

Mv> Duncan AP Photo

CALL IT: Cleveland's LeBron
James calls a play as Denver's
Kenyon Martin defends in a
game last Friday.

Thompson in 1976.
lames has a standing invitation
from the league, which would
love to see him compete and
possibly help fans forget about
some of the turbulence that
has plagued the first half of the
2004-05 season.
If he doesn't d-ink. who does
lames think will win?
"I know if losh Smith is in it.
he's got a great shot." he said.
"If lason Richardson is in it, he's
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MIRACLE MAN: Lance Armstrong rides down the Champs Elysees avenue past U.S. flags en route to
winning his sixth Tour de France. He announced yesterday he would compete in the event again.

Armstrong going for
No. 7 in Tour de France
By John Leicester
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Still hungry to race but wary
he is not in the best shape,
Lance Armstrong wants to
takehisTourde France record
to even mightier heights: He
will try for a seventh straight
title this summer. Armstrong
had left open the possibility
he wouldn't compete this year
in cycling's showcase event to
pursue other races.
But in an announcement
yesterday on the Web site of
his Discovery Channel team,
the Tour's only six-time winner said he will again commii
himself to the race to which
he's dedicated his cycling life.
"I am grateful for the
opportunity that Discovery
Communications has given
the team, and look forward to
achieving my goal of a seventh
Tour de France," Armstrong
said.
Armstrong has overcome
testicular cancer to become
one of the most inspirational
stories in all sports, and his
sixth Tour crown last year sent
him past four five-time champions: Jacques Anquetil, Eddy
Merckx, Bernard Hinault and
Miguel Indurain.
Armstrong will start his 2005
season with the Paris-Nice
stage race in March, according to the team Web site. He
will then compete in the Tour

of Flanders on April 3 before
returning to the United States
to defend his title at the Tour
de Georgia that month.
Armstrong said that he and
lohan Bruyneel, his friend and
team manager, "will evaluate
my Fitness later this spring
and possibly add some races
to the calendar."
"I am excited to get back
on the bike and start racing,"
Armstrong said, "although my
condition is far from perfect."
Other
racers
probably won't attach much
importance to that last
assessment, and British
bookmaker William Hill
immediately
installed
Armstrong
the
4-7
favorite. Jan Ullrich, the
1997 Tour champion and
five-time runner-up, was at
7-2.
"It's good that he is there,"
Ullrich said. "The best should
be at the Tour."
Andreas Kloden, last year's
runner-up, added: "I always
said he would ride. I am glad
he's there."
Armstrong will be nearly 34 when the Tour begins
July 2 — too old, some might
think, to win the three-week
cycling marathon yet again.
There were plenty of doubters
last year, too. Yet the Texan
managed to defeat younger
competitors with a dominant
performance.

Armstrong showed last year
that once he's on his bike he
can shut out all manner of
distractions — from a court
battle over a book that implied
he used drugs to the attention
focused on his girlfriend and
singer, Sheryl Crow.
Armstrong has said he
wants to win other big races,
but the demands of the Tour
have left little room for such
Classic races as the Spanish
Vuelta, the Paris-Roubaix or
Fleche Wallone, which he won
in 1996 shortly before being
diagnosed with cancer. This
year's Tour de France route
passes through Germany and
features 21 stages over 2,222
miles from July 2-24. The
mountaintop finishes are less
intense and the time trials
shorter this year.
Both are disciplines where
Armstrong excels, so the
changes may mean he will
have fewer opportunities to
take huge chunks of time off
his rivals.
But some initially thought
the 2004 route also might trip
up the champion. Instead,
it proved just to his liking.
Armstrong's winning margin
over Kloden — 6 minutes, 19
seconds — was not his biggest.
But his five solo stage wins
and a team time trial victory
made it perhaps Armstrong's
best Tour.
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Steroids, not baseball, main
topic of'05 spring training
By Ronald Blum
IKE •SSOCIAIEO PRESS

tHriinWrld APPTioto

LOCKED OUT: NHL commissioner Gary Bettman arrives at a Feb. 9
news conference. Bettman released a statement yesterday cancelling
the 2004-2005 NHL season and the Stanley Cup Finals.

Sides were never
close to decision
LOCK OUT, FROM PAGE 9

"We weren't as close as
people were speculating,''
Bettman said.
This will be just the second time the Stanley Cup
isn't awarded since Canadian
governor general Lord Stanley
first had the idea for a North
American champion trophy
in 1893; the last was in 1919,
when a flu epidemic forced the
finals to be called off in the then
2-year-old league. There was a
lockout in 1994-95 that ended
in time for teams to play 48
games, still more than half the
regular season.
"We profoundly regret the
suffering tliis has caused our
fans, our business partners and
the thousands of people who
depend on our industry for their
livelihoods," Bettman said.
"If you want to know how
I feel, I'll summarize it in one
word — terrible," he said.
Before Monday, the idea of a
salary cap was a deal-breaker
for the players' association, but
the union gave in and said it
would accept one when the
NHL dropped its insistence
that there be a link between
revenues and player costs.
That still wasn't enough to
end the lockout that started on
Sept. 16 and ultimately wiped
out the entire 1,230-game
schedule and the playoffs.
And now, that offer is off the
table
"By necessity, we have to go
back to linkage since no one
knows what the damage to the
spon will be," Bettman said.
The NIIIS last game came
in June, when the Tampa Bay
Lightning beat Calgary 2-1 in
Game 7 to win the Stanley Cup.
Since then, a lot of stars have
moved on, going overseas to
play, laromir lagr, Vincent
Lecavalier, Teemu Selanne,
Joe Thornton and Saku Koivu
are among the over 300 of
the league's 700-plus players

who spent part of this season
playing in Europe.
For other older players, such
as Mario lemieux, Mark Messier
and Dominik Hasek, the
cancellation puts their careers
in limbo.
"This is a tragedy for the
players," Bettman said. "Their
careers are short, and this is
money and opportunity they'll
never get back," Bettman said.
And who knows when
Canadian phenom Sidney
(josby will be able to get into
the league, or what team he'll
eventually play for. Since there
was no season, there probably
won't be an entry draft in lune.
An agreement must be
placed for the draft to be held,
and there is no clear-cut way
to determine the picking order
once a deal is reached.
Washington had the No. 1
selection last year and grabbed
Russian sensation Alexander
Ovechkin. No doubt the Capitals
would love to go first again to
pick Crosby.
Taking a year off, or more, will
only push the league further off
the radar screen.
But this was known back in
1998 when NHL teams began
preparing for this possibility
by creating a $300 million war
chest. The collective bargaining agreement, that expired on
Sept. 15, was extended twice
after it was originally signed in
1994. That allowed for the NHL
to complete its expansion plans
without an interruption of play.
"We lived through a decade
of a collective bargaining
agreement that didn't work,"
Bettman said. "It doesn't matter
whose fault it was."
A year ago, pessimists said
that at least one season was
sure to be lost and that two was
not out of the question.
"We never doubted that the
union had the support and the
backing of its players," Bettman
said. "I hope when this is over
they'll think that it's worth it."

Not even the first day of pitchers
and catchers could supplant the
talk of steroids and syringes in
baseball.
Steroids were the No. 1
topic Tuesday, when the new
Washington Nationals, the New
York Yankees and the Cincinnati
Reds opened camp.
"It
doesn't
go
away,
unfortunately," Yankees manager
loe Torre said.
Seven more teams were
to report to spring training
yesterday, and workouts begin
today — 45 days before the
World Series champion Boston
Red Sox and Yankees play the
major league opener April 3. The
Minnesota Twins will be the last
team to report, on Sunday.
Ken Griffey |r. ran for the
Reds' medical staff in Sarasota,
showing how far he has
recovered from surgery on his
tom right hamstring.
Pedro Martinez, an early arrival at the New York Mets' camp,
worked out in Port St. Lucie.
And Trot Nixon kepi up the
Yankees-Red Sox sniping, saying
of Alex Rodriguez: "He can't stand
up to (Derek) leter in my book
or Bemie Williams or (lorge)
Posada."
The Nationals had the most
complicated journey to spring
training.
After 36 seasons as theMontreal
Expos, the team morphed
into Washington's first major
league team since the expansion Senators became the Texas
Rangers after the 1971 season.
Owned by major league
baseball since early 2002, the
team was uncertain of its fate for
three seasons before the move to
the nation's capital was finalized
in December.
"It's r.uen a long journey,"
catcher Brian Schneider said.
"We've wanted this for a while,
and it's here now. We're ready for
it, that's for sure."
As camps opened, there was
a new steroid report. The New
York Daily News said Tuesday
that an FBI agent in Ann Arbor,
Mich., told baseball security head
Kevin Mailman about 10 years
ago that lose Canseco and other
players were using illegal anabolic
steroids.

"I alerted Major League
Baseball back in the time when
we had a case, that Canseco was
a heavy user and that they should
be aware of it," Special Agent
Greg Stejskal was quoted as
saying. "I spoke to the people in
their security office, Hallinan was
one of the people I spoke to."
Calls to Stejskal's office in Ann
Arbor and to FBI headquarters in
Washington were referred to the
Detroit FBI office, where spokeswoman Agent Dawn Clenney
said Stejskal and the agency
would have nothing to say.
"I don't think I was off-base
with anything 1 said," Stejskal
told the Daily News in yesterday's
editions.
Hallinan was traveling and
didn't return telephone calls
seeking comment. He told the
News he never was contacted
then about steroid use
"I can't understand why Kevin
reacted so vchemenUy, and I'm
sorry that Kevin put himself in
that position to be so angry,"
Stejskal said.
"I have absolute confidence
in his integrity," Sandy Aldrrson,
executive vice president for
baseball operations in the
commissioner's office, said of
Hallinan. "We are looking into
the situation described by the
agent to see if we can figure out
what exactly took place. There
may have been someone else he
talked to There are a number of
possibilities. We want to sec if
there is some reasonable view of
his explanation and Kevin's"
Canseco's
autobiography,
published this week, accused
the Yankees' Jason Giambi and
others of using steroids.
"He's my biggest question mark
this spring," Torre said. "We have
to see what kind of player he is."
Still, baseball's new drugtesting agreement — calling
for harsher penalties and more
frequent testing—remains in the
drafting phase. Baseball management expects the new rules to
be in place by the mandatory
reporting date, March 1.
"1 know that we were well on
our way to having serious steroid
testing, drug testing, and we still
are and we didn't need a book
to come out and tell us that we
needed to do something," Nixon
said.

Tony Cutltrrti AP Photo

HEY COACH: New York Yankees manager Joe Torre answers questions
from the media Tuesday at Legends Field in Tampa. Fla.
Baltimore shortstop Miguel

Tejada, among the players
accused by Canseco, denied that
he used steroids.
"Any inference made by lose
Canseco that I used steroids is
complete false, lejacla said
in a statement. "I barely knew
lose during his career, so it is
ridiculous for him to suggest we
ever had discussions regarding
their use."
Gary Sheffield, who said last
October he unwittingly used substances that contained steroids
told the Daily News and New York
Post at Yankees camp he never
admitted to using steroids.
When people sit here
and say I didn't know I took
steroids — I didn't take steroids."
he told the News for yesterdays
editions. The bottom one is I put
rubbing cream on my leg. and if
somebody says diat's steroids.
that's a bunch of hogwash.
"People are going to put a spin
on whatever they're going to put
a spin on. ... I'm not like lason
Giambi, I'm not going to sit here
and cry about things being unfair
or attacks are unfair."
Sheffield said Giambi will
probably face some abuse from
fans during the season.
"He has to go through it,"
Sheffield said of his teammate.
"He's the reason lies going
through it. but that's part of it. I
don't think anybody will give you
pats on the back"

At Boston's camp in Fort
Myers, Nixon wasted little time
in adding some boil under
baseball's
most
heated
rivalry joining Curt Schilling in
criticizing of Rodriguez.
lie's done some great tilings
on the field. He's one of the best
baseball players in the game and
probably will be when it's all said
and done," Nixon said. "But when
people ask me about the Yankees,
I tell them about leter and Bemie
Williams and Posada. I don't tell
them about Rodriguez."
Rodriguez's spokesman. Steve
I ortimato, said lie couldn't reach
A-Rod for comment.
As for Griffey, die Reds have
a better idea of his strength
and flexibility after a physical
yesterday. The 35-year-old center
fielder tore the hamstring from
the bone while making a sliding
plaj in the outfield last August.
DiKtors reattached his hamstring
using three screws.
Across the state, Martinez
showed up at camp last week
— 10 days early — and was back
at the Mets' complex Tuesday,
playing long toss on a minor
league field before spending
hours in the weight room.
What really caught my
attention the most is how hard
they work — so early," Martinez
said. "I know I'm going to get
a full workout here. No nursing
here."
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FEATURES:

•
•
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•

New Carpet
• Tile Floors
New Furniture
• 2 Full Baths
New Kitchens
• New Appliances
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717 www.greenbriarrentals.com

'Bowling Green
*

Kroger Plaza

1062N.MainSt.
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www.TANPROUSA.com

Lotions TPU
25% off

toiHr«866-tanpro1

~16 2~
Bedroom

Bedroom

Apartments

Townhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
• IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
Can have up to
6 People

Double Any
Package For

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABG.COM or

CALL 353-5800 Today! $Bt&.
1558 Spring Meadows Or

866-8655
I
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Reimold and
Almanson just
plain tough
SENIORS. FROM PAGE 12

thai gave the h'alcons an edge
in Ihe end. Plays where the two,
especially Reimold. showed their
toughness and a lot of grit.
"There's nobody tougher,''
Dakich said of Reimold. "He
digs out balls, he dives on things.
When it gets in a crowd he rips
out the ball and it's no surprise
lhat he made plays tonight."
With BG leading 64-61 late in
the game, and his team on the
brink of letting the Cardinals
come back from being from being
down 11, Reimold made one of
those plays. A great pass behind
his back in the paint found his
teammate lohn Floyd, whose
lay-up put the Falcons up five
with 2:53 remaining as it ended a
big 15-4 run by the Cardinals that
started with 10:12 left.
"He (Floyd) made a great cut
on that play," Reimold said. "1
had the ball in the post and there
wasn't much time on the shot
clock. I was going to have to force
up a bad shot and then he just
came out of nowhere and called
for the ball and finished it."
Finishing is what Reimold
did as he would add the final
four points on the night for the
Falcons making 4-of-6 key free
throws, including one with 4.2
seconds left to put die game out
of reach.
His
senior
teammate
(Almanson] would help in the
effort-making big rebounds
down the stretch and scoring 12
second-half points.
Reimold knew his team
couldn't make mental mistakes
down the stretch in the game, as
they found out what happened
two weeks ago against Akron
(71-69 loss). He took upon
himself to make sure mental
mistakes wouldn't lead to let
down at the end of night.
"Not making those mistakes at
the end of the game is what wins,"
Reimold said. "There was no way
WC were going to let that happen
again tonight like in the Akron
game and the game at Ohio."
With that said, Reimold made
sure what happened before didn't
happen again as he and his teammates made a big stop in the final
sea "ids as the teams were diving
around for the loose ball.
[be will gave BG the lead in
the MAC West.
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Travel

*1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun.
Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas.
Florida. Best Prices' Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
wwwendlesssummertours.com
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise 5
Days $299! Includes Meals. Parties
With Celebrities As Seen On Real
World. Road Rules, Bachelor'
Award Winning Company1
SpnngBreakTravet.com

1-800-678-6386

Help Wanted

Travel

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
$159! Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco,
Nassau $499 Including Air!
Bahamas Cruise $299!
SpringBreakTravel.com 1 -800-e-786386
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call lor group discounts Into/Reservations 1-800-648
4849

Want people willing to learn & work
on wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle ot Aug.
Work consists ot operating equip. Including floor buffers & floor sanding
machines. Also measuring, laying
out & painting game lines & art work
& applying gym floor finish. We will
thoroughly train you in all phases ot
the work. Job pays $8/ hr. You can
expect between 40-50 hrs./ wk.
Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual & reliable & wilting to
accept responsibility. Please contact
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or lax
resume to 419-385-6483.
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Post-abortion counseling
Free & Confidential
BG Pregnancy Center. 354-4673

^B
^B

For Sale

1994 Honda Civic. 5 speed, CD, air,
goodcond. 180 K, $1700 OBO.
354-1247

352-9638
Senior Psychology Majors
Interested in a career In business?
Check out Ihe BGSU Master ot Organization Development program.
which Is currently accepting applications tor the class ot 2006. Classes
start in the tall. Yvww.moflhgsu.mrn

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time PLUS
our tree (yes. tree) lundralsing
solutions EQUALS S1.000-2.000 in
earnings tor your group. Call TODAY tor a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser (8881-923-3238
or visit camBuslundiaiser.com
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- Children's sleep-away camp, NE PA
16/18-8/14/05}. It you love children &
want a caring, tun environment we
need Directors & Instructors tor:
Tennis. Swimming (W.S.I, preferred). Golf. Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low Ropes,
Team Sports, Waterskiing, Sailing,
Painting/Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaklng, Batik, Jewelry,
Calligraphy, Photography, Sculpture. Guitar. Aerobics, Self-Defense.
Video, Piano. Other staff: Administrative/ Driver (2H). Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students), Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On Campus Interviews March 24th. Call 1-800-2793019 or apply on-line at
www.campwaynegirts.com

BG/Elmwood schools. 3 bedroom.
Visitwwwinfotube.net ad#102464
or ph. 419-686-6945.

For Rent
'"No Unrelated Tenant Rule Here
Lg. house & apts renting now. 926,
Max 8 slud allow 916 3rd St. & 303
Merry Max 8 stud. 309 Merry
inctud all util Mai 6 stud. 146 S.
College S 315 Merry up & dn Max 5
♦ 724 4th St. 4 bdrm, A/C. Listing
avail. 24/7 316 B. Merry »3 or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
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1 bedroom duplex
849 Sixth St-$325/month
4 bedroom house
240 Manville -$1200/month
August 2005 Lease. 419-352-9392
1 house, 3 bdrms. Avail. Aug15.
Call 419-352-4773, or
419-265-1061
1 large room with private bath
Available now.
Call 352-5822
1(2 block BGSU 2 bedroom housew/d air, parking, grad student preferred 419-353-3855.
2 BR. DUPLEX. CLEAN, QUIET,
CLOSE, $540/ MO * UTIL.
419-352-1104.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August

$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease

Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.
www.bgapartmenls.com
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm house lor
2005-06 school year, starting in
May. W/D, central air 606 Clough
$990 mo & util. 419-654-9512.

Help Wanted - Child Care
We're looking for a responsible individual to provide care for our adorable two-year-old son In our BG
home on Mon , Weds.. & Fri beginning in late March. Hours negotiable
Pay competitive. Child care experience preferred. References required
Contact Donald Nieman or Leigh
Ann Wheeler at:
wheeler@bgnet bgsu edu or 419353-2179.

Highland Management
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage, A/C. Great
location. Starting at $525
130 E. Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit
www.bghKjhlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDSf MONEY! Maine camp needs
fun loving counselors to teach
Land/water sports Great summer!
Call (888) 844-8080, apply:
wwwcampcedar.com

^■■p
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1 Edible tubers
6 Fed
10 "The Joy of Cooking" author
Rombauer
14 Not moving
15 FieW event
16 "Hud" Oscar winner
17 Start of Danny Kaye quote
20 Wish granter
21 Confiscate
22 Very angry
26 Loose-leaf book
27 Part 2 of quote
28 Great brilliance
30 South American range
31 Perm milieu
32 Santa's toymaker
35 Ftecolors
36 Part 3 of quote
37 Jack of talk shows
38 Forlorn
39 Acknowledge

p? ■ '- '.!,

419-354-6036
Houses for Rent starting May 05
604 5th St - 3 BR $930 ♦ util
843 3rd St - Brand New 3 BR
$900 ♦ util
905 Mourning Dove - 3 BR
2 car garage - $1020 » util
Houses have 2 baths, laundry,
dishwasher & central AC.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
New 5th & 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D,
A/C, dwshr. 2 baths. $900-1100/mo
Avail. May 8 Aug. 419-354-2500

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
washer/dryer in 2 bdrms
FREE Internet Access
WALKTO CAMPUS!
1 bdrms starting at $415/Mo plus Utilities
2 bdrms starting at $720/Mo plus Utilities

26
28
29
31
32
33

36 Fox chaser?
37 Craniea
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
49

Infantryman
Infantrymen
Specific locations
Confederate
Printer stack
Playing marble
Mythical water nymph
Strokes on the green
In a fresh way
Pushbutton
forerunner
51 Soit'syoul
52 Dos Passos opus
53 Hack

Play the trumpet
Works for
Coagulate
ClupekJ fish
Potting soil
Carpentry machine

Book div.
Goads
Part 4 of quote
Come to fruition
Splatters
Once more
Fully grown
End of quote
Coup d'_
Miami pros
Missouri River feeder
Cincinnati nine
Hooters
Mr. Moneybags

54 Earlier
55 Bird's beak
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For Rent

For Rent

Large 3 bdrm. house, W/D, DW, AC.
enclosed patio w/ deck, beautifully
landscaped yard, large garage, no
pets, next to campus, 215 E. Evers
St, $1200rent351-3639

Lg very nice house. 2 car garage,
Basement, big lot. 2 1/2 bath, w/d
Appliances 1 block from campus.
May/June lease 353-2382.

LARGE 2 BR. MODERN TOWNHOUSE, CLEAN, QUIET. NEW
KITCHENS, A/C. GARAGE,
702 4TH ST. 419-352-1104

Houses and Apts
1-3 person -12 month leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave. Office
or www.bgapai1ments.com

Small units. 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
available. Reasonable rent. Call
353-2772.
HOUSE 1220 E. WOOSTER. UP
TO 4 PEOPLE, 4 BR, 2 BATH,
419-352-1104

KAPLAN

NCLEX

WW-W.KAIM1ST.COM

The Sisters of
Alpha Chi Omega

would like to
congratulate

Angela
Koutsopoulos
on her
pearling to

Ryan
Mandoke

Professor/owner will share house w/
other professors or grad students
Multi-bedroom, fireplaces, in wooded area, cats. Se habla espanol.
5225/mo. incl. all utilities, must have
own trans. Avail, immed. Call 419352-5523 4 leave a message

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$470!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking
vajrjnrwiMM
«MTM«n
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H CIPillANt
1 Home Depot

FREE HEAT

419-353-7715

THE
TANNING
CENTER
Serving BG Sum 1980
Locally Owned and Family Operated
Celebrating Our 25<h Anniversary!
rrmWhiltYou Wmhl~~\

Check out our wtbritc at WWW MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800

34 Fast food order

25 Farewells

CALL nil WORM) LEADER IN TEST PREP

8 Mashed Putatoes, Gravy. Qtleslaw,
VcKctuHe and Cornbrcad Scuffing.

• From 4 pm until 9 pm *

40
41
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59
60
61

"Shop _ You Drop"
Singer DiFranco
Gndiron zebra
Mine find
Marits ot disgrace
Stately
Wise men
Farm measurement
Maiden name
Indication
Meaning
Change an offer
Indian corn
Author of "Ragged
Dick"
Understands
Man from Japan
Lots and lots
Singer Tucker
Concluded

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

Pecan Chicken

Management Int.

18
19
22
23
24
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Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

■■
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"1 or 2 bdrm. apts. & houses avail.
05-06 school, yr. Plus rooms & efflc.
as low as $265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 Dlks from campus. Call
353-0325 9am- 9pm

College Students
$12.25 base/appt.. cust. sales/svc.
make own schedule, earn $ for
spring break now. All ages 18*.
Conditions exist 419-861-6134.

SUMMER IN MAINE. Males and Females Meet new friends' Travel!
Teach your favorite activity Tennis.
Swim, Canoe. Sail. Water ski.
Kayak, Gymnastics, Nanny. Silver
Jewelry, Ropes. Costumer, Office,
Copper Enameling, English Riding,
Land sports and more. TRIPP
LAKE CAMP for Girls: 1-800-9974347 wwwidpptotMesmocom
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ACROSS

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Hot lood, cold beer, great place
Dine In or delivery 11am-1am daily
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Services Offered
Desk clerk needed 4 nights a week,
midnight- Sam. Please stop by the
Buckeye Inn & Studios. 1740 E.
Wooster to apply 352-1520.
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KAPLAN

brought to you by

New Lower Prices!
Tan for as low as

$14*95Month
(on tor Del*

Convenient Locations
Great Prices
NO HIDDEN FEES
Clostst to Campusl

I

SOUTHSIDC LAUNDROMAT

THE WASH HOUSE

ABOVE DAIRY QUEEN

THE HEAT

993 S. Main
419-353-8826

248 N. Main
419-354-1559

424E.Wooster
419-353-2844

904E.Wooster
419-352-3588

«ew fnmkm Beth Art Hen'.

